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INTRODUCTION 
This papar will axamin# eha affaces of intarparaonal 
touch in tha counaaling intaraction and ita ralationabip to 
iopraaalon nanagamant in aocial influanca procaaaaa. Tha 
iocial influanca modal of counaaling, tha rola of nonvarbal 
bahavior in impraaaion managamant to produca aocial influanca, 
and tha litaratura on tha affacta of intarparaonal touch in 
a variaty of aattinga will aach ba praaantad in aaparata 
introductory aactiona balow. Than, concluaion# from thaaa 
ralatad litaraturaa will ba drawn togathar to produca 
hypothaaaa and a raaaarch daaign for an axparimant invaatigating 
tha affacta of counaalor-cliant Intarparaonal touch. 
Counaaling aa a Social Influanca Frocaaa 
One of the moat popular eclectic forsulationa of counaaling 
ia Stanley R. Strong'a (1968) aocial influence model. Strong's 
poaition has generated a plethora of research aimed at 
validating the mdel and its implications. There is now 
sufficient evidence to conclude that Strong's social influence 
model can be useful in understanding the complexities of 
counseling interactions (Corrigan, Dell, lewis. & Sclnridt, 
1980; Strong, 1978; Strong & Claibom, 1982). 
Strong originally presented his social influence model in 
a 1968 paper. Subsequently, be has reinforced and expanded upon 
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the modal in an article with Matroaa in 1973, a 1978 chapter, 
and a book with Claibom in 1982. The mocial influence model 
of counseling is baaed upon Jerome Frank's (1961) early 
speculations and upon Festinger's (1957) theory of cognitive 
dissonance. 
Frank (1961, 1971, 1973) aaserted that all healing 
processes, including counseling, are interpersonal influence 
processes. In support of his assertion, Frank merged 
perspectives from anthropolof^ r, sociology, and psycholo^ . 
Frank identified nonspecific factors which are the active 
elements in psychotherapy as well as other forms of healing. 
According to Frank, these nonspecific factors or common factors 
in healing can be used to produce behavior change through the 
interpersonal influence process of persuasion. Strong's model 
asserts that the counselor needs to have the persuasive 
power necessary to induce cognitive dissonance in the client 
and then direct the client to a successful resolution of his 
or her cognitive dissonance. 
Festinger's (1957) theory of cognitive dissonance states 
that humans are compelled toward psychological consistency. 
When a person is confronted with factors which are inconsistent, 
he or she will experience cognitive dissonance. This state of 
dissonance is uncomfortable and the individual will seek to 
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resolve the dissonance. 
Dissonance* Strong submits, is the factor which 
motivates client change in counseling, therefore, it is the 
counselor's task to induce dissonance in the client. The 
counselor can produce dissonance by presenting the client with 
feedback which is inconsistent with his or her beliefs. The 
client can then pursue one of five possible courses of action 
in order to reduce the dissonance: (a) change in the advocated 
direction, (b) discredit the counselor, (c) change the 
counselor's opinion, (d) discredit the issue, or (e) seek 
outside support. It is, of course, owst desirable for the 
client to choose to change in the advocated direction. The 
greater the degree of interpersonal influence power possessed 
by the counselor, the more likely it is that the client will 
choose the first rather than the last four courses of action. 
Therefore, the amount of interpersonal influence power 
possessed by the counselor is directly related to his or her 
ability to induce dissonance and direct its resolution in the 
desired direction. In other words, the successful outcome of 
counseling is dependent upon the counselor's social influence 
power. 
According to Strong and Claibom (1982), there are two 
counselor dimensions which enhance bis or her social influence 
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power: attrocclveneM and credibility. Strong and Claibom 
have divided the dinenaion of credibility into two conponentat 
expertnea* and truatworthineaa. An important, recent atudy 
by LaCroaae <1980) haa validated the importance of theae 
three counaelor dimenaiona (i.e., attractiveneaa, axpertneaa, 
truatworthineaa) by ahowing their direct relationahip to a 
poaitive eounaeling outcome. 
It aeem# obvioua, then, that counaelora need to preaent 
their clienta with an attractive and credible Impreaalon. 
In an extenalve 1983 review of the literature on nonverbal 
behavior and aoclal Influence, Edlnger and Patteraon have 
suggested that nonverbal behavior can be uaed to manage the 
impreaalon that a peraon projecta aiul can thereby facilitate 
aoclal influence, 
Impreaalon Management Through Nonverbal Behavior 
Edlnger and Patterson conclude their 1983 literature 
review by stating that increased nonverbal Involvement of an 
actor toward another person results In a more favorable 
Impression of the actor. Greater nonverbal involvement 
projects liking, which in turn makes the actor appear more 
attractive and likeable. In addition, individuals who 
initiate high levels of nonverbal Involvement are presumed 
by others co be capable and confident, Edlnger and Patterson 
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go on to may that an image that ia attractive and confident 
("confident" ia analogoua to Strong's "credibility") can be 
used aa "leverage" for greater social influence power. The 
nonverbal variables which have been found to project an 
attractive and credible image for counaelors in counseling 
settings will be reviewed below. 
Credibility 
Research by several investigators has shown that highly 
credible sources produce greater attitude change than less 
credible sources (Aronson* Turner, & Carlmith, 1963; Bergin* 
1962; Bochner 6 Xnsko, 1966). This is especially true in the 
counseling setting. Several experiments (Bindeman, Frets, 
Scott, & Abrams, 1972; Browning, 1966; Creenberg, 1969; 
Guttman 6 Haase, 1972; Strong 6 Schmidt, 1970a) have shown 
that counselors represented or behaving as experts were more 
influential than counselors who were not. 
TM literature suggests that counselors can use several 
channels to establish their expertness: objective, reputational, 
contextual, and behavioral. Behavioral cues of expertness 
include warmth, verbal and nonverbal respcmsiveness, confidence, 
verbal and nonverbal activeness, facial expression, smiles, 
gestures, bead nodding, forward trunk lean, use of professional 
jargon, psychological interpretations, and expressions of 
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paraonal reactions (Atkinson & Carskaddon, 1975; Barak, Patkin, 
& Dall, 1982; Claibom, 1979; D'Augalli, 1974; Ball & Schmidt, 
1976; Graanwood, 1973; McCarthy 4 Bats, 1978; Schaid, 1976: 
Schmidt & Strong, 1970; Siagal & Sail, 1978). Hubble, Xobla, 
and Robinaon (1981) found that eounaalor touch anhancas 
parcaivad counselor expartness. The reader will notice that 
the majority of theae behavioral cues for counselor expertness 
are nonverbal cuea. In fact, Slegel and Sell'a (1978) and 
Claibom's (1979) results suggest that noverbal, behavioral 
expertness cues are more important in determining client 
perceptions of counselor expertness than are objective, 
reputational, contextual, or verbal behavioral cues; Siegel 
(1980) replicated Siegel and Sell's (1978) results. Thus, 
one is led to conclude that, up to a point, greater degrees 
of counselor nonverbal activity produce greater client 
perceptions of counselor expertness. 
Trustworthiness as a factor in social influence has not 
been researched as extensively as expertness. It is evident, 
however, that perceived trustworthiness is important to 
perceived credibility and social influence ability (Rothmeier 
& Dixon, 1980; Halster. Aronson, 6 Abrahams, 1966; Zagona & 
Barter. 1966). Nonverbal cues were found to be more important 
determinants of perceived trustworthiness than verbal cues 
(Kaul & Schmidt. 1971; Roll. Schmidt, & Kaul, 1972). 
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Atcracclvanea» 
Scrong and Clalborn (1982) hava divided attractivanaaa 
into tvo cooponanca: parcaivad aioilarlty and parcaivad 
liking. Sapolaky (1960) and Barachaid (1966) both found that 
graatar parcaivad aimilarity lad to graatar communicator 
influence ability. Perceived liking haa alao been found to 
be a aourca of communicator attractivaneaa and influence 
ability (Milla 6 Harvey, 1972; Norman, 1976). 
Strong and Claibom (1982) aaaert that "perceived 
attractivaneaa ia largely affected by therapiat behavior, and 
nonverbal cuea are among the moat potent" (p. 71). Thia 
atatamant la aupported by the reaearch of Barak et al. (1982), 
Dell and Schmidt (1976), Goldatein (1971), Kaul and Schmidt 
(1971), and Kerr and Dell (1976). Counaelor nonverbal 
behaviora which have been ahown to eignificantly affect client 
perceptions of the counselor's attractiveness (and the related 
variable of counselor warmth) are smiling, responsive head 
nodding, gestures, eye contact, forward posture, distance, 
body orientation, movement, facial expression, vocal intonation, 
and level of activity (Barak et al., 1982; Bayes. 1972; 
Broekman & Hoeller, 1973; Chaikin, Oerlega, & Miller. 1976; 
Binges 6 Getting, 1972; Ekman 6 Friesen, 1968; Fretz. 1966; 
Cladstein, 1974; Craves & Robinson. 1976; Baase. 1970; 
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Kaastt & DlMaetia. 1970; Haat* & OiMattia. 1976; Haas* & 
Tapper, 1972; Hackney, 1974; Hill, Siegelman, Crcnaky, 
Stumolio, & Fret*, 1981; Kelly, 1972; Kelly & True, 1980; 
Knight & Bair, 1976; laCroaae, 1975; Lee, Zingle, Patteraon, 
Ivey, & Kaaae, 1976; Nehrabian, 1969; Hehrabian, 1970; Reece 
& Whitman, 1962; Smith, 1975; Sobelnan, 1974; Stone & Morden, 
1977; Strahan 4 Zytowaki, 1976; Strong, Taylor, Bratton, & 
Loper, 1971; Sweeney 4 Cottle. 1976; Tapper 4 Raaae, 1978; 
Trout 4 Roaenleld, 1980). It ia important to note that both 
Greene (1977) and Reade and Smouae (1980) have shown that 
counselor verbal and nonverbal behavior must be congruent 
in order for the counselor to be perceived in a positive 
light and thereby have social influence {Kiwer. At this point, 
one can conclude that greater degrees of counselor nonverbal 
activity which is congruent with his or her verbal behavior 
will produce greater client perceptions of counselor 
attractiveness. 
Summary of Strong's social influence model and 
its relationship to impression management 
Several nonverbal variables can be used by counselors 
to present an image of what Strong defines as attractiveness 
and credibility. Through impression management, these 
nonverbal variables have a positive effect on counselor 
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influtncs ability. Tharafora, in srdar for a counaalor eo 
hava an optimum laval of inlluanca ability, ha or aha ahould 
maximisa tha numbar of thaaa influanca-condueiva variablaa in 
hia or har bahavioral rapartoira. Through graatar influanca 
ability, tha counaalor will be mora abla to produea diaaonanca 
in hia or har elianta and diract tha reaolution of diaaonanca 
in tha daairad direction. Kanca, tha influential counaalor'a 
elianta will be engaging in poaitive behavior change rather 
than using alternative, leaa desirable routea to diaaonanca 
reduction. It la evident that nonverbal variables which 
Increase counselor expertness, attractiveness, and 
trustworthiness are directly related to counselor effectiveness 
and positive counseling outcome. Although it may be debated 
whether or not It is appropriate for counselors to manipulate 
their levels of social Influence, it Is clear that counselor 
expertness, attractiveness and trustworthiness are components 
of effective counseling regardless of their relationship to 
social influence. These nonverbal variables are, therefore. 
Important counseling tools. Interpersonal touch may be one of 
these nonverbal counseling tools. 
Interpersonal Touch 
According to a survey of psychologists done by Bolroyd 
and Brodsky (1977), the majority of practicing counselors and 
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psychoCherapiacc sampled believed that interpersonal touch 
with clients can facilitate the counseling process. In addition, 
writers such as Key (1975) and LaRusso (1977) have argued that 
interpersonal touch is a human need and is therefore important 
in interpersonal communication. Despite these widely held 
beliefs, there is a paucity of research in the area of 
interpersonal touch. 
There is evidence showing that nonverbal behaviors are 
important in facilitating counselor influence ability (and, 
thus, positive counseling outcome). It is, therefore, 
reasonable to conclude that interpersonal touch can also be 
a significant variable in facilitating counselor influence 
ability. If interpersonal touch does have an effect on client 
perceptions of counselor attractiveness and credbility, then 
it can be used to increase counselor influence ability and 
produce positive counseling outcomes. Furthermore, the 
literature suggests that counselor credibility and attractiveness 
are important variables in their own right whether they 
produce influence ability or not. the major purpose of the 
current study is to discover whether or not interpersonal 
touch between counselors and clients does affect client 
perceptions of counselor attractiveness and credibility. 
A related purpose is to discover if counselor-client 
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intcrporsonai touch loads eo greater counselor influence 
ability which would be predicted from Strong's social 
influence model (i.e., variables producing perceptions of 
attractiveness and credibility are thought to be related to 
social influence power). 
Two potential reasons for the scarcity of research on 
interpersonal touch in the counseling setting come out of 
the traditional underpinnings of counseling. Touch has been 
traditionally prohibited in counseling interactions. Som 
authors (Burton & Keller. 1964; Fuchs, 1975; Mints, 1969a; 
Hints, 1969b) suggest that touching has been taboo in 
counseling settings due to sexual connotations associated 
with touch. Another potential reason for this taboo 
is the incongruence of interpersonal touch with the "blank 
screen" neutrality of traditional psychoanalysis. Wheaton 
(1982) has shown that counselors who touch are not perceived 
as R»re sexual than their nontouching counterparts; a 
secondary purpose of the current experiment is to replicate 
this result. 
Before designing an experiment to fulfill the three 
above-mentioned purposes, it is necessary to review the 
literature on interpersonal touch. The majority of research 
on the effects of interpersonal touch has been done in settinps 
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other Chan counseling sicuetlons. The liceracure review which 
follow# will firec presenc an overview of Che larger body of 
reaearch exiatlng oucaide Che domain of counaeling and will 
Chen concencrace upon couch wichin che counaeling aeccing. 
Previoua reaearch inveacieacin* the effecca of 
couch oucaide of Che counaelina aicuacion 
Aguilera (1967) inveacigaced the effecc of incerperaonal 
couch becween nuraea and paychiacric pacienca. She 
hypocheaised chac incerperaonal couch would increaae che amount 
of verbal interaction becween che nuraea and pacienca. An 
experimental group of both male and female patienta were 
touched by female nuraea in conjunction with routine verbal 
communication over a period of IS daya. A control group of 
patients were not couched during chose same 15 days, but 
received verbal interaction only. Aguilera's results 
confirmed her hypothesis as well as showing that the use of 
touch by nurses improved rapport and increased approach 
behavior. Thus, it would appear that patients who were 
touched perceived the nurses positively and considered them 
to be more approachable than other patients did, 
Geis and Viksne (1972) were interested in determining che 
relationship between touch and level of stress. Geis and 
Viksne bad mixed-gender dyads administer backrube to each 
u 
other. Palmar svoat was used as an objective measure of 
level of stress. Gels and Viksne demonstrated that, for both 
male and female subjects, touching reduced stress 
Unfortunately, Ceis and Viksne's results are confounded by 
the mode of touch used in their experiment. Massage is an 
inherently stress-reducing activity; thus, subjects may have 
been responding to the massage aspect of the manipulation 
rather than to the interpersonal touch aspect. Therefore, 
it is not clear whether or not interpersonal touch actually 
reduces stress. 
Jourard and Friedman's (1970) study was concerned with 
the effects of experimenter distance (including interpersonal 
touch) and topic intimacy level on subject self-disclosure. 
Jourard and Friedman found that subjects who had been touched 
by the experimenter in conjunction with experimenter 
self-disclosure led to greater subject self-disclosure than 
did either touching or experimenter self-disclosure alone. 
This result is consistent with the results of Greene (1977) 
and Reade and Snouse (1980) who found that congruent verbal 
and nonverbal behavior increases clients' positive perceptions 
of counselors and the level of client interaction with 
counselors. The Jourard and Friedman experiment would suggest 
that counselors' congruent interpersonal touch can elicit 
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greater amounta of aelf-diaclosure from clicnta. 
Boderaan» Freed, and Klnnucan (1972) eat out to explore 
the effeeta of interperaonal touching on perceived 
attractlvenea#. Theae experlmentera paired naive, female 
aubjecta with a female confederate to participated in what they 
were led to believe waa an ESP experiment. During the bogua 
ESP experiment, the female aubject waa either required to touch 
or not touch the confederate. Boderman et al. found that 
aubjecta who touched the confederate perceived her aa a itwre 
attractive peraon than did thoae aubjecta who did not touch 
her. Thla experiment implies that In female-female dyads, 
phyalcal contact producea Increaaed perceived attractlveneaa. 
Flaher, Ryttlng, and Healln (1976) studied Interpersonal 
touch In a field setting; they manipulated a seemingly 
accidental touch at a library circulation desk. Both male 
and female library clerk* administered a brief touch to 
subjects' hands as they returned identification cards. After 
leaving the circulation desk, subjects were approached by 
another experimenter who interviewed the subjects and asked 
them to express their feelings about the library and its 
personnel. Fisher et al. found that females who bad been 
touched felt positive affect toward the toucher, although 
males' responses were ambivalent; the sex of the toucher did 
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not ttta CO have an affact. Flahar at al.'a raaulta ara 
difficult to intarprat dua to tha fact that aubjacta in thair 
axparimant ware not aware that they had been touched. It ia 
unclear whether or not the raaulta ware due to the effecta 
of Interperaonal touch. Thla producea a tentative concluaion 
that female# perceive peraona who touch them poaitively at 
aome leaa-than-conacioua level. 
Silverthome, MicUevrlght, O'Donnell. and Gibaon (1976) 
examined the effect# of touch in initial greetings. When 
introduced at tha beginning of an axperisMnt. a confederate 
greeted tha subject with either a head nod, # handshake» or 
a handshake combined with a squeeze on the subject's right 
upper arm. Results indicated that the confederate was 
perceived more positively the greater the aowunt of touch 
used to greet the subject in female confederate^ female 
subject, male confederate-female subject, and male confederate-
male subject dyads. In the female confederate-male subject 
dyad, the greater amount of touch led to a less positive 
perception of the confederate. The Silverthome et al. 
experiMsnt suggests that interpersonal touch enhances positive, 
initial perceptions of the toucher except in the case where 
a female initiates touch with a male. It is unclear whether 
or not this finding would generalize to longer interactions. 
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Klcinka (1977) was Intarasead in eh« affacts of couch, 
ay# gaia, and physical proximity on compliance behavior. A 
female experimenter approached both male and female subjects 
In a field study. The experimenter asked each subject if he 
or she had found a dime in a telephone booth; she varied her 
proximity and touching behavior according to condition. 
Compliance vas defined as the production of a dime by the 
subject. Kleinke fotmd that subjects who were touched were 
more cot^ liant that subjects who were not touched. From 
Kleinke's results, one can infer that interpersonal touch 
produces greater social influence power. 
Staneski, Kleinke, and Meeker (1977) uaed videotaped 
interactions to investigate the effects of a greeting 
handshake on perceptions of an interviewer. The videotapes 
depicted job application interviews in which the applicants 
were either touched or not touched. The videotapes were 
viewed by both male and female subjects who rated their 
affective reactions to both the interviewer and the applicant. 
Staneski et al. did not find a significant difference between 
the ratings given to touching interviewers and ratings given 
to nontouching interviewers. However, as Edlnger and 
Patterson (1983) point out, reactions to videotaped 
interactions and reactions to actually participating in 
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Incoractions cannot ba praaumad to ba tha aama. It ia 
probable that raactiona to Intarparaonal touch involve a 
kineathatie component which cannot be projected via madia auch 
aa videotape. For thia reaaon, the reaulta of Stanaaki at al. 
are not directly relevant to the current atudy. 
Whitcher and Fiaher (1979) atudiad the elfecta ol nuraaa* 
touching behavior on patient affect both prior to and during 
recovery from elective aurgery. Female nuraaa either touched 
or did not touch both male and female aubjecta during a 
preaurgery briefing aeaaion and poataurgary phyaiological 
qwaaurea. Female aubjecta who were touched reacted with 
poaitiva affect toward the aurgery and read more of the 
briefing materials than female aubjecta who were not touched. 
Male aubjecta who were touched reacted with negative affect 
toward the surgery. Presumably, the nurses* desired result 
was for subjects to perceive their surgery nwre positively 
and read more of the briefing materials. If this is so. then 
it can be said that interpersonal touch led to greater 
interpersonal influence power with female subjects in this 
experiment. 
Finally, Smith, Cier, and Willis (1982) studied the effects 
of interpersonal touch on subjects' compliance with a marketing 
request. In a field setting. Smith et al.'s male and female 
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confadsratM approached both male and female aubjects and 
aaked then to sample a new brand of froaen pixza; the request 
either was or was not accompanied by a light touch on the 
subject's upper arm. As predicted by Smith et al., subjects 
who were touched were more likely than subjects who were not 
touched to (a) agree to sample the pizza and (b) express 
positive reactions toward the pizza. This experiment indicates, 
once again, that interpersonal touch seems to increase 
inten*#rsonal influence power. 
In summary* this literature leads to the following 
conclusions regarding interpersonal touch: (a) female subjects 
perceive both male and female persons who touch them nwre 
positively than persons who do not touch them, (b) male 
subjects are most likely to perceive males who touch then 
more positively than females who touch them and may even 
perceive females who touch then negatively, (c) male subjects 
are less likaly than female subjects to perceive touch 
positively, (d) both male and female persons who touch have 
greater influence ability than persons who do not touch, 
although the effect is more tenuous with male subjects, and 
(e) persons who touch will elicit greater amounts of 
self-disclosure from subjects. Tbe conclusions produced by 
this literature suggest the following hypotheses for the 
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currant experiment: (a) male and female eounaelors who touch 
their clients will be perceived as more attractive than 
counselors who do not touch, (b) femle clients will perceive 
both male and female counselors who touch more positively than 
will male clients, (c) female counselors who touch will be 
perceived as less attractive than male cotmselors who touch, 
(d) counselors who touch will elicit greater amounts of 
self-disclosure from their clients, and (e) counselors who 
touch will have greater Influence ability than counselors 
who do not touch. 
Status and sex differences in interpersonal 
touch behavior and perception 
An interesting and important body of literature has 
Investigated the differential effects of status on interpersonal 
touching behavior. A related literature examines the 
differential effects of sex on interpersonal touching 
behavior. Each of these literatures is briefly reviewed below. 
Coffman (1956; 1967) studied the status correlates of 
interpersonal touch in a hospital setting. Coffman observed 
that there were asymmetrical "touch systems" in the hospital. 
The doctors touched others of lesser rank, but those of lesser 
ranks felt that it would be presumptuous to reciprocate or 
initiate touch with a doctor. Henley (1973a, 1973b, 1977) 
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obsarvtd incident# of touch behavior in various settings 
(e.g., a bank, a shopping null, u beach, a college campus). 
Henley's observational results indicated that touch vas more 
often initiated by; (a) older persons rather than by younger 
persons, and (b) individuals of higher socioeconomic status 
(SES) than by persons of lower SES. Henley subjectively 
labeled age and high SES as status variables. Although it is 
soflMWhat questionable whether Henley's status variables do 
indeed indicate status, Henley's rssults would seen to be 
congruent with Coffman's results. 
Goffman's (1967) results and Henley's (1973a, 1973b, 1977) 
results support the role of Interpersonal touch as a privilege 
of status. Interpersonal touch used by a counselor, then, 
would be consistent wlht the projection of an expert Image. 
Curiously, Goldstein and Jeffords (1981) found results 
that were just the opposite of Goffman's (1956, 1967) results 
and Henley's (1973a, 1973b. 1977) results. Goldstein and 
Jeffords observed naturally occurring interpersonal touch among 
legislators on the floor of a nldwestem state's legislature. 
Goldstein and Jeffords reported that the younger, lower status 
legislators are more likely to Initiate touch than are the 
older, higher status legislators. Goldstein and Jeffords 
«atplaln the discrepancy between their findings and the results 
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of Henley and the reeults of Cofft&an by citing the 
•pecialiied nature of the legislative settings where power 
issues are particularly salient. To expand on Goldstein and 
Jeffords explanation, one might speculate that the younger, 
less powerful legislators were using touch to create an image 
which would facilitate their upward mobility. This points 
out the importance of considering the setting when evaluating 
status connotations of interpersonal touch. Upon first 
meeting in a counseling setting, a counselor and client will 
have no previous power issues tilth each other to qualify 
their touching behavior. Therefore, Henley's observation 
of stangers' touching behavior seems to have the most relevance 
for the current experiment. 
Sex differences in touching behavior are apparent for 
children and adults interacting with children. Goldberg and 
lewis (1969) observed that mothers of female infants touched 
and handled their children more than did the nwthers of male 
Infants. In chlldrm aged 3-11 across seven cultures. 
Whiting and Edwards (1973) found that females sought and 
offered more nonaggresslve touch than males In all of the 
cultures. Robin (1982) found that mothers of female Infants 
touch their babies more than the mothers of male infants do. 
Coven, tfelssberg, and iotyczewski (1982, 1983) also found 
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Chat fttnala children war* mora likaly than mala children to 
ba touched by child therapy cliniciana. Thus, even in 
childhood, it is mora common for females to ba touched than 
it is for males to ba touched. 
Not only are sax diffarencea in touching behavior apparent 
in interactions involving children, but differences between the 
touching behavior of male and female adults are also apparent. 
Jourard (1966) and Jourard and Rubin (1968) asked mala and 
femala adult subjects to indicate areas on their bodies where 
they had been touched within tha last year by their father, 
mother, closeat aama-sax friend, and closest opposite-se% 
friend. Female subjects indicated that their closest mla 
friend had touched them more than any other parson had; male 
subjects reported that their closest female friend had touched 
then leaac. Consistent with Jourard (1966) and Jourard and 
Rubin's (1968) results, Henley (1973a, 1973b, 1977) reported 
that females touch males about half as often as males touch 
females. In addition, Juni and Brannon (1981) discovered that 
women giving directions to a blind, female confederate used 
touching more often than verbal assistance while the opposite 
was true for women giving directions to a blind, male 
confederate. In sun, it is more common for males to touch 
females than for females to touch males and females are more 
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likely to touch other Cenales than they are to touch males. 
Therefore, females touching males may be more salient than 
males touching females or females touching females and may be 
perceived less positively. This Is congruent with conclusion 
"b" of the previous section which states that male subjects 
may perceive females who touch then in a negative light. 
Nguyen, Heslin, and Nguyen (1975, 1976) asked college 
students to indicate what different forms of touch directed 
to different areas of their bodies mant to then. Females 
drew a sharp distinction between touching Indicating sexual 
desire and touch Indicating love and friendliness: males did 
not make this distinction. Apparently, males perceive 
touching ai^ where on their bodies as either sexual or friendly 
in nature. This implies that males are more likely than 
females to misinterpret friendly touching as sexual touching. 
Greenbaua and Rosenleld (1980) observed naturally-occurring 
greeting behavior in a field setting. ïfale-male dyads typically 
engaged in brief contacts (e.g., a handshake) while crossed-
sex and female-female dyads engaged in longer contacts (kisses, 
face contacts, embraces, and hand to upper body touches). 
These results Indicate that male-male touching is less common 
and may, therefore, be more salient and perceived less 
positively than touching in other gender composition dyads. 
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le la ioporeane eo note ehac Crccnbaua and Rosanfald did not 
apacify who vas couching whota in eha croaaad-aax dyada; ie ia 
moac probabla, in lighe of cha llearaeura prasancad abovs, 
chac eha malas vara couching eha fanalas. Givan chae malaa 
ara cha probabla iniciaeors of croaaad-aax Couching, 
Craanbaun and Roaanfald'a rasulcs ara conaiscanc wich 
conclusion "b" of cha previous saccion. Malaa may parcaiva 
malas couching Cham nagaclvely, buc ic is scill mora 
accapcabla Chan famalaa Couching Cham. 
In summary, axparioancs invascigaeing aax and aeaeua 
diffarancas in couching behavior have been largely 
observacional. Some conclusions which can be drawn from 
chis llceracure are: (a) female children couch more and are 
couched more Chan male children, (b) males couch females and 
females Couch ocher females more Chan females couch males, 
(c) female-female dyads and crossed-sex dyads couch each 
ocher for a longer duracion Chan do male-male dyads, and (d) 
males discinguish less becween couch which is sexual in nacure 
Chan females do. TWo ocher. more cenuous, conclusions produced 
by Chis llceracure are (a) chac persons of higher scacus couch 
persons of lower scacus more Chan Che laccer couch che former, 
and (b) older persons Couch younger persons more Chan Che 
laccer couch che former. These lasc cwo conclusions are 
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qualified by eha contradictory raauitm of Goldstein and 
Jeffords (1981) which may have been a spurious product of the 
legislature setting. Hypotheses for the current experiment 
which are suggested by this literature on status and sex 
differences in touching behavior are: (a) counselors who 
touch will be perceived as having greater status than 
counselors who do not touch and will therefore be perceived 
as more expert* (b) male clients are more likely than female 
clients to misimtsrpret counselor touch as being ssxual in 
nature, and (c) male counselors touching female clients and 
female counselors touching female clients will be perceived 
more positively than female counselors touching male clients 
and male counselors touching male clients; female counselors 
touching male clients will be perceived least positively. 
Previous research investigating the effects 
of touch in the counseling situation 
Just over a decade ago, in 1973, Pattison reported that 
"no experimental research has been re$wrted which teste whether 
or not touching clients is causally related to...perceptions 
of therapeutic conditions" (Pattison. 1973, p. 173). In 1984, 
the situation is beginning to brighten. Although no conclusions 
can be drawn from this literature yet. there are now six 
published studies (Alagna, Whitcher, Fisher. & tficas. 1979; 
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Cowcn ee al.. 1982, 1983; Hubble «e al., 1981; Paeeicon. 1973; 
Stockwall & Dye, 1980) and four unpubllahad aeudlas conducted 
at Iowa State Univeraity (Shirley, 1980a, 1980b; Wbeaton, 1982; 
Wheaton & Borgen, 1981) which deal apecifically with interpertonal 
touch within counaeling and other therapeutic interactiona. 
Each of theae atudiea will be deacribed in detail in thia 
aection. The studies will be described in chronological order 
to allow the reader to trace the development of this area of 
inquiry. 
Paetison (1973) designed her experiment to answer three 
specific questions: "(a) Do clients who are touched engage in 
more self-exploration than clients who are not touched? (b) 
Are counselors perceived differently by clients they touch 
than by clients they do not touch? and (c) Do coimselors feel 
different toward clients they touch than toward clients they 
do not touch?" (p. 173). Pattison's subjects were 20 female 
college students who had requested counseling from a counselor 
training center; the counselors were one male and one female 
graduate students. The counselors were trained to use 
reflective. Sogerian counseling skills (Rogers. 1942). The 
subjects were allowed to choose the content of the counseling 
sessions which were initial interviews. The touch sequence 
used by Pattison's counselors involved a greeting handshake. 
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conCflct b«ev«<n eht counselor's hand and wrist and ehs subject's 
back or shoulder as she was ushered into the counseling room; 
a contact between the counselor's hand and the subject's lower 
arm 15 minutes into the interview, a contact between the 
counselor's hand and the subject's hand 25 minutes into the 
interview, and a contact between the counselor's hand and arm 
and the client's upper back or shoulder as she left the room; 
a total of five touches. The locations of the touches were 
chosen on the basis of Jourard's (1966) and Jourard and 
Rubin's (1968) investigation of females' areas of body 
accessibility. As dependent measures. Pattison used the 
Depth of Self-Exploration Scale (Truax & Carkhuff, 1967), 
the Barrett-Lennard (1962) Relationship Inventory (Rl), and 
a Relationship Questionnaire designed to assess the client's 
perceptions of the psychological conditions offered by the 
counselor. Pattison's results indicated that clients who 
were touched engaged in significantly more self-exploration 
than clients who were not touched: there were no other 
significant differences. Pattison reported a consistent 
trend on the RI subscales and the Relationship Questionnaire 
subscales for counselors who touched to be scored higher on 
the variables of regard, congruence, empathy, unconditionality, 
warmth, genuineness, intensity, intimacy, and concreteness. 
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In her discuseion» Patclson point* oue eeveral problem# vlth 
using queaclonnalre data Including reapondlng aata. Pattlaon 
concludea by reporting that "client commenta In and out of 
the Interview about having been touched and obaervatlona of 
cllenta who wore touched Indicated that there waa aome kind 
of meaningful Impact on the client in terma of rapport building" 
(p. 173). 
Pattlaon la to be commanded for pioneering thia area of 
reaearch. However, problems In her methodology render her 
reaulta equivocal. The moat aeriou# problem la Pattiaon'a 
email sample aise which allowed only five subjects per cell 
of design which does not preclude the possibility of spurious 
results. In addition, Pattlaon limited the generalizabilipy 
of her results by Including only female subjects. Content 
for the experimental sessions was chosen by the subjects and 
it is reasonable to assume that the content material chosen 
by the subjects differed in levels of intimacy and emtional 
intensity. The differing contents creates a potential 
nuisance variable. Finally, subjects in an experiment by 
Wheaton and Borgen (1981) reported that the R1 did not seem 
appropriate for measurement of in^ ressions after meeting an 
individual only once. Pattison's results are consistent with 
the results of Jourard and Friedman (1970) who found that 
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experimenter Couch elicited greater subject self-disclosure. 
Alagns et al. (1979) conducted the next experiment on 
counselor-client interpersonal touch. Magna et al. 
hypotheaized that: (a) subjects who were touched would rate 
the counseling experience more positively than subjects who 
were not touched and (b) the affecta of touch would be equal 
when malea and femle were touched by an opposite sex 
counselor but the effects would be smaller in aituations 
where the counaelor and client were the same sex. Alagna 
et al. measured two potential covariates: (a) touch history 
using Jourard'a (1966) Body Accessibility Scale and (b) an 
Attitude Toward Counseling Scale. These two covariates did 
not interact significantly with touch and were therfore 
deleted from the final data analysis. Alagna et al.'s subjects 
were S3 male and 55 female undergraduate students; the 
counselors in this study followed a script which involved the 
subjects in 25-minute discussions of career-related issues. 
The touch sequence used by Alagna et al.'s counselors involved 
a greeting handshake; a contact between the counselor's hand 
and the subject's back; three contacts between the 
counselor's hand and the subject's hand or lower am paired 
with an interruption, clarification* reflection, or 
summarization; a contact between the counselor's band and the 
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subject'» back; and a final handshake. A total of seven 
touches took place In each experimental session. The 
dependent measure used by Magna et al. consisted of twelve 
7-point bipolar adjective scales adapted from the evaluative 
dimension of the Semantic Differential (e.g., good-bad, 
valuable-worthless; Osgood. Suci, & Tannenbaun* 1957). Magna 
et al.'s results indicated that individuals who had been 
touched evaluated the counseling experience more positively 
than subjects who had not been touched, that the most 
positive effects occurred when female counselors touched male 
subjects and when male counselors touched female subjects, 
and that the least positive effects occurred when male 
counselors touched male subjects. Thus. Magna et al. 
confirmed both of their hypotheses. 
Magna et al.'s (1979) results corroborate the trends 
noted by Paetison (1973) toward more positive evaluations 
from subjects who had been touched. The Magna et al. results 
are also consistent with research outside the counseling 
setting which found that touch facilitates positive subject 
perceptions (Aguilera. 1967; Boderman et al.. 1972; Fisher 
et al.. 1976; Silverthome et al.. 1972). Magna et al.'s 
results were not, however, consistent with the previous 
research regarding sex differences in touch. Magna et al. 
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fuggcse that tha couniallng coneaxe vas responsible for this 
inconsistency and they imply that the supportive environment 
facilitated positive reactions to counselor touch by both males 
and females. An alternative explanation is that touch is 
consistent with the status or expert role of the counselor in 
a university counseling center relative to an undergraduate 
student; the status differential may have outweighed sex 
differences in touching. It is also apparent that cross-sex 
touching is more predominant than same-sex touching (Jourard. 
1966) and may be perceived more positively. 
Magna et al. (1979) conducted a well-designed experiment; 
th^  had a large sample, attempted to standardize the 
experimental sessions, and used a dependent measure which was 
appropriate to the situation. It is questionable, however, 
whether a 25 minute discussion about career-related issues 
approximates a counseling session closely enough to allow 
generalizations fron the analogue situation to the actual 
situation. Such a short, one-time interaction could be kept 
on a superficial level by the subject; most counseling 
Interactions involve material which is intimate and emotionally 
arousing in nature. The authors suggest that "similar research 
involving touch needs to be conducted in situations in which 
problans of a more intimate nature are the focus of interest" 
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(Magna «C al.. 1979, p. 471). The source of the touch 
sequence used by Magna et al. was not clear and the authors 
point out that "further experimentation is needed to 
ascertain the most efficient pattern of tactile gestures" 
(p. 471). It is also questionable whether a touch paired 
with an interruption would be perceived as congruent by a 
subject. Of final concern is the fact that Alagna et al. 
failed to include any measures of behavioral responses to 
counselor touch (e.g.* self-disclosure). 
Shirley (1980a, 1980b) contributed two unpublished studies 
to the area of counselor touch research. He focused on the 
effects of an opening handshake in the former study and on 
the effects of a handshake at various points in the Interview 
in the latter. 
Shirley's (1980a) first experiment used a counseling 
analogue method to examine the effects of an opening 
handshake on cliw*t pereeptiooa of counselor expertness, 
attractiveness, and trustworthiness. Shirley's subjects were 
108 male and 121 female undergraduate students; the counselors 
were three male and three female undergraduate students, 
the subjects were led to believe that they would be participating 
in a counseling session with a peer-counselor-im-training. 
The counselor greeted the subjects and either did or did not 
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proffer a handahake. depending upon Che condition. The 
subject waa then aaked to complete aooe preliminary forma after 
which he or ahe waa debriefed and diamiaaed; no actual 
counaeling interaction ever took place. Shirley*a dependent 
neaaure waa the Counaelor Rating Form (CRT; Barak & laCroaae, 
1975) which haa aubacalea for counaelor expertneaa, 
attractiveneaa, and truatvorthineaa. Shirley's reaulta 
indiated that: (a) female aubjecta rated their counaelora 
hi^ er on all three aubacalea of the CRT than male subjects 
did. (b) femle counselors were rated higher on all three 
subscal'*# of the CXF than male counselors, and (c) female 
counselors who touched were rated higher on all three subscales 
of the C8F than female counselors wiw did not touch while male 
counselors who did not touch were rated higher on all three 
subscales of the CRF than male counselors who did touch. 
This Sex of Counselor % Touch Condition interaction found 
by Shirley (1980a) is consistent with Alagna et al.'s (1979) 
results. However, Shirley's lack of a main effect for touch 
is inconsistent with the results of Alagna et al. (1979) and 
the trends noticed by Pattison (1973). An explanation for this 
inconsistency might be based on the fact that Shirley's 
counselors and subjects did not actually engage in a 
"counseling" session: the interaction may have been too brief 
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for an «fleet to b«com« «vidant. Shirley (1980b) attempted to 
correct for this deficit in a subsequent experiment. 
Shirley's second experiment (1980b) closely paralleled the 
design of Magna et al. (1979). The subjects for the second 
experiment were 80 female and 80 male undergraduate students 
who were led to believe they would be meeting with a peer-
counselor-in-training. The counselors were two male and two 
female undergraduate students. 
Expanding upon his first experiment (Shirley. 1980a), 
Shirley (1980b) used four different touch manipulation 
conditions* (a) an early touch (ET) condition in which a 
handshake was proffered at the beginning of the interview, 
(b) a late touch (LT) condition in which a handshake was 
proffered at the end of the interview, (c) a multi-touch 
(MI) condition in which a handshake was proffered both at the 
beginning and emi of the interview, and (d) a wtouch (NT) 
condition. The cotmselors engaged the subjects in a 
10-minute discussion of career issues using a script. 
Aa in his first experiment (Shirley. 1980a). Shirley 
(1980b) used Barak & laCrosse's (1975) CRF as a dependent 
measure. Shirley's results revealed that: (a) male counselors 
were rated higher than female counselors on all three subscales 
of the (W. Shirley «(plains that this effect may be due to 
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cha fact that ona of tha famala counaalors racaivad 
significantly lovar ratings on all thraa aubscalas of tha 
CRF than tha othar thraa counaalors racaivad. Thara wara no 
othar significant main or intaraction affacts 
Shirlay (1980b) concludas that naithar of his axparimants 
(1980a. 1980b) supported tha contention that counselor touch 
enhances client perceptions of counselor attractiveness and 
credibility, e^ver* he cites trends in his (1980b) results 
which suggest that "interpersonal touch was...implicated in 
various interaction effects involving perceived counselor 
expertness" (p. 64). There is an apparent discrepancy 
between Shirley's (1980a) results which indicate an interaction 
effect involving touch and Shirley's (1980b) results which 
did not reveal any effects involving touch. Shirley (1980b) 
explains this inconsistency in terns of the brevity of the 
first interaction, lacking other cues upon which to evaluate 
the counselor, Shirley speculates, the touch becomes more 
salient than it is in longer interactions which provide the 
subject with more information about the counselor. 
Shirley's research (1980a. 1980b) shows keen design by 
the large sample sizes; the standardization of the interactions; 
the isolation of the variable of interest: and the use of a 
well-known, reliable, and valid dependent measure (i.e., the 
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CRF). Howevert the brevity and career-counseling focus of 
the interviews does not allow Shirley's results to be generalised 
to actual counseling situations. In addition, by labeling his 
counselors "peer counselors", Shirley may have eliminated a 
status difference that la present In most counseling 
situations. Another concern regarding Shirley's experiments 
is the lack of a salience measure; It is possible that a 
handahake is such a common occurrence that it is not noticed 
and that Shirley's subjects were responding to som# other 
variable. Finally. Shirley did not include any behavioral 
measure of ch« effects of touch in his experiments. 
Stockwell and Dye published a study on the effects of 
counselor touch in 1980. Their study was designed to "control 
counselor behavior In a naturalistic counseling Interview to 
examine the effect(s) of counselor touch on client evaluations 
of counseling and level of self-exploration' (p. 443). 
Stockwell and Dye's subjects were S6 male and 44 female 
undergraduate students; their counselors were 14 male and U 
female graduate students. The counselors were instructed to 
use their own characteristic Initial interview counseling 
methods. The experimental counseling session involved a 
so-minute interpretation and discussion of the subject's 
Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory (Strong & Campbell. 1974) 
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results. The touch sequence used by Stockwell and Dye 
involved a greeting handshake; a contact between the counselor's 
hand and wrist and the subject's upper back and shoulders as 
they enter the counseling room; three contacts between the 
counselor's hand and the subject's arm, upper back, or 
shoulder during the counseling session; and a farewell 
handshake. The touch sequence used by Stockwell and Dye was 
based upon Nguyen et al.'s (1975, 1976) results and involved 
a total of six touches. Stockwell and Dye's dependent 
measures were the Counseling Evaluation Inventory (CEI; 
Linden. Stone. & Shertser. 1965) and the Depth of Self-
Exploration Scale (Truax & Carkhuff. 1967). The CEI is a 
measure of clirat perceptions of the counselor's effectiveness 
based on three separate factors: Counseling Climate. Counselor 
Comfort, and Client Satisfaction. The Depth of Self-
Exploration Scale (which was also used by Pattison. 1973) 
involves judges' ratings of audiotaped Interaction. 
Stockwell and Dye's (1980) results indicated that female 
subjects engaged in more self-exploration than male subjects 
did. There were no main or interaction effects involving the 
touch manipulation. The authors conclude that their 
experiment "complicates the debate over the use of touch in 
counseling" (Stockwell & Dye. 1980. p. 446) and indeed it does! 
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Stoekvall and Dye's (1980) «xparlmcne and Magna «c al.*s 
(1979) oxparlamc vera vary similar in design, so the 
discrepancy between their results is especially perplexing. 
The major difference between the two experiments is that Magna 
et al.'s counseling session is a discussion of career issues 
while Stockwell and Dye's counseling session consisted of a 
Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory interpretation. The 
quantified nature of an interest inventory may place its 
discussion at a different emotioanl level than a less 
structured discussion of career Issues and may preclude 
differentiation between touching and nontouching counselors. 
In any event, the vocational focus of the counseling interview 
content certainly limits the gemalizability of Stockwell and 
Dye's results. 
An alternative explanation for Magna et al.'s (1979) and 
Stockwell and Dye's (1980) discrepant results would be group 
differences between the two sets of counselors. Wheaton (1982) 
subjectively noted a group difference between her counselors 
and the counselors used by Wheaton and Borgen (1981). A 
similar difference between the counselors used by Magna et al. 
and the counselors used by Stockwell and Dye might have 
obscured the effects of touch in the two experiments. Stockwell 
and Dye suggest that methodological problems in previous 
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rasaareh may hava accounead for tha poaltiva ratulta obaarvad. 
Hubhla at al.'a (1981) axparlnant la tha moat raeant 
publiahad atudy invaatigatlng tha affacta of counaalor touch 
with adult aubjacta. Tha two purpoaaa of Hubbla at al.'s 
raaaarch ware; "(a) to uncovar additional data on tha impact 
of cotmaalor initiated touch in initial coimaaling aaaaiona* 
and (b) to invaatigata tha moderating effect of...client'a 
field dependence-independence on reaponaea to a cotmaalor'a 
touch" (p. 533). Field dependence waa meaaured by the 
Croup Embedded Figure Teat (tfitkin, Oltman, Raakin. t Karp« 
1971) and waa included aa an independent variable in Hubble 
at al.'a experiment. The aubjecta uaed by Hubble et al. were 
32 female undergraduate atudenta who participated in the 
experiment to fulfill a courae requirement; the counaelora 
were four male graduate atudenta. The counaeling aeaaion 
engaged in by Rubble et al.'a aubjecta and counaelora were 
45-minute explorationa of the aubjecta' vocational intereat 
in teaching. The touch aequence uaed by Rubble et al.'s 
counaelora Involved a greeting handahake, a contact between 
the counselor's hand and the subject's back or shoulder as 
they entered the counseling room, two contacts between the 
counselor's band and the subject's band or am during the 
counseling session, a farewell handshake, and a contact 
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b«tvo«n Che counselor'* hand and Che subject's back or 
shoulder as she left the roota; a total of six touches. The 
A-(anxiety) State Scale (Spielberger. Corsuch. Lushene, 1970), 
Jourard's (1971) Self-Disclosure Questionnaire, the CRF (Barak 
& LaCrosse, 1975) and ratings of self-disclosure from 
audiotapes were used as dependent measures. Hubble et al.*s 
(1981) results revealed that subjects who were touchad by their 
counselor perceived the counselor as more expert than subjects 
who were not touched. There were no other significant effects. 
Hubble et al.'s results are congruent with the results of 
Pattison (1973) and Alagna et al. (1979) by indicating that 
counselor touch can effect subject perceptions. However, 
these results are at odds with Stockwell and Dye's (1980) 
results. The Hubble et al. experiment did not find a touch 
effect on self-disclosure/self-exploration as the Pattison 
(1973) study did. Since the Jourard Self-Disclosure 
Questionnaire appears to measure breadth of interaction rather 
than depth, Pattison (1973) and Hubble et al. may have been 
measuring different variables. As previous researchers had 
done, Hubble et al. limited the generallzablllty of their 
results by using an exclusively female sample and focusing 
upon vocational Issues In the counseling session. 
Uheaton and Borgen (1981) and Wheaton (1982) performed a 
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••rias of two eloscly related experiments. Wbeaton and Borgen 
set out to answer the following question regarding counselor-
client interpersonal touch: (a) in a counseling situation 
which deals with material of a more intimate nature than 
career concerns, does counselor touch have an effect on 
clients' perceptions of counselors, (b) is touch by female 
and male counselors perceived differently, (c) do male and 
female subjects perceive counselor touch differently, and 
(d) is counselor touch perceived as sexual in nature. 
Wheaton and Borgen had 66 male and 66 female undergraduate 
students participate in analogue counseling sessions with 
four sule and four female undergraduate students posing as 
"peer-counselors," The session content consisted of a 
discussion of the subjects' interpersonal life stimulated by 
a diagramming Instrument, the touch sequence used by Wheaton 
and Borgen's counselors involved a greeting handshake; two 
contacts between the counselor's hand and the subject's hand, 
ana or shoulder In conjunction with a reflection or paraphrase 
during the counseling session; and a contact between the 
counselor's hand or am and the subject's shoulders or upper 
back as the subject left the room. There were a total of 
four touches. 
Wheaton and Borgen's (1981) dependent measures were the 
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Barak and LaCrofaa (1975) CRF» Che Barretc-Lennard (1962) RI, 
and a meaaure of aubjecC pereepciona of sexual behavior (che 
Ethical Behavior Aaaeaamenc form). Wheacon and Borgen's 
reaulcs revealed chac: (a) aubjecca In che couch condlclon 
raced chelr counaelora more poalclvely on che CBF chan aubjecca 
In che noncouch condlclon did. and (b) Couching and noncouchlng 
female counaelora and nontouchlng male counaelora all received 
higher ratings than touching male counaelora on the Ethical 
Behavior Aaaeaament Form. 
Uheaton and Borgen'a (1981) reaulta are conalatent tilth 
the résulta of Pattiaon (1973), Magna et al. (1979), and 
Nubble et al. (1981) by Indicating that counselor touch does 
positively effect client perceptions of the counselor. 
Wheaton and Borgen's results would have been more understandable 
if they had analyzed the subscales of the CRF, but they 
failed to provide subscale information. Hie interaction in 
Wheaton and Borgen's results is not readily interpretable due 
to the fact that Wheaton (1982) fomid that the Ethical Behavior 
Assessment Form probably does not measure perceived sexuality. 
Wheaton's (1982) experimental design closely paralleled 
the design of Wheaton and Borgen (1981). The subjects for 
Wheaton's study were 74 male and 82 female undergraduate 
students who met with five male and five female undergraduate 
students posing as "peer counselors." Once again, the content 
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of eh« analogue counaallng aeaaion was a discussion of che 
subject's intarpsraonal lifs aidtd by a diagfammin* 
instrument. The touch used by Wheaton's counselors was 
determined by a survey of 37 professional counielors and 
counseling graduate students regarding their touch behavior 
in counaeling sessions. The survey rendered two different 
touch sequences that were used in the Wheaton study* (a) a 
knee touch condition which involved a greeting handshake, 
a contact between the counselor's hand and the subject's knee 
once during the session in conjunction with a reflection or 
paraphrase, and a contact between the counselor's hand and arm 
and subject's shoulders as they leave the counseling room, 
and (b) an arm touch condition which was identical except that 
the counselor directed the second touch to the subject's 
upper arm. Wheaton used several dependent measures including 
the CRF, a Self-Disclosure Questionnaire designed to tap 
depth rather than breadth of th# interaction, two measures of 
subject perceptions of counselor sexuality, a behavioral 
measure of subject perceptions of counselor influence ability, 
and two self-report measures of client perceptions of 
counselor influence ability. 
âs predicted by Wheaton (1962), the counselors who touched 
were not perceived as more sexual than the counselors who did 
not touch. There were no significant main or interaction effects 
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involving couch. A aalitnco check variable indicated chat 
subjects who had been couched were aware that they had been 
touched. Wheacon points out two nonsignificant trends in her 
results which suggest that: (a) male counselors who touch 
their subjects on the knee elicit the greatest depth of 
self-disclosure while male counselors touching their subjects' 
arms or not touching elicit only shallow self-disclosure, and 
(b) female counselors who do not touch are perceived as most 
influential while male counselors who do not touch are 
perceived as least influential. 
The relatively null results of Uheaton (1982) were 
incongruent with the results of Wheaton and Borgen (1981) and 
were perplexing to Wheaton. She speculated that the sets of 
counselors used In the two experiments may have had group 
differences and subjectively observed chat Wheaton and 
Borgen's counselors were more physically attractive as a group. 
Wheaton also observed that her female counselors were more 
physically attractive as a group than her male counselors and 
th^  were rated more positively by the subjects. These 
observations point out the is^ rtance of examining the effects 
of counselor physical attractiveness in future experiments. 
Wheaton (1982) advanced the literature by using material 
more intimate in nature than career concerns, basing her 
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couch s«qu«nc« on a survey of counselor#* touching behavior, 
measuring counselor influence ability and client perceptions 
of counselor sexuality, varying the location of the touch 
nanipulation* and including a salience check. Wheaton 
committed an error similar to Shirley (1980a. 1980b) by 
labeling her counselors "peer counselors" and thereby 
eliminating a status difference between the counselor and 
the subject. 
Finally, two experiments by Cowen et al. (1982. 1983) 
deserve brief mention although they are not directly relevant 
to the current experiment since they use children as subjects. 
Cowen et al. observed naturally-occurring touching between 
counselors and children in clinical settings. Cowen et al. 
did not find a correlation between counselor touch and counseling 
outcome in either experiment. These experiments are Important 
because they are the first to examine counselor touch in a 
natural environawnt. Unfortunately* the natural setting did 
not allow for control of other variables and the data are, 
necessarily, correlational. Cowen et al. also point out that 
their results cannot be generalized to adults; they suggest 
that children are more used to being touched by other people 
and may not, therefore, notice being touched by a counselor. 
The results of previous research investigating the effects 
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of touch in counaollng ticuaclons are aumurlscd in Table 1 on 
pages 47-48. These results are inconsistent and contradictory. 
Four experiments (Magna et al., 1979; Hubble et al., 1981; 
Pattison, 1973; Wheaton & Borgen, 1981) show evidence that 
counselor-client interpersonal touch positively affects client 
reactions to the counselor. One experiment (Shirley, 1980a) 
shows that counselor touch interacts with counselor sex. 
Three experiments (Shirley. 1980b; Stockwell & Dye, 1980; 
Wheaton, 1982} do not evidence any effects for counselor 
touch. A sufficient explanation for these discrepancies 
in the literature has not yet been advanced. 
Any hypotheses for the current experiment which might be 
gleaned from this inconsistent research would be tenuous at 
best. Nonetheless, the prediction which might be made from 
the positive results in this body of research are: (a) 
counselors who touch will be rated as awre attractive and expert 
Chan counselors who do not touch, (b) counselors who couch 
will elicic deeper levels of self-exploracion/disclosure Cham 
counselors who do not Couch, and (c) female counselors who 
touch will be perceived more positively Chan female counselors 
who do not couch while male counselors who do not couch will 
be perceived more positively Chan male counselors who do couch. 
Perhaps one reason for Che inconsiscenc resulcs of research 
Table 1. Summary of resules of experiment# examining 
ineerpcrtonal couch in counseling aicuocion# 
Expérimenter# Dace Subjects Sesaion Number of Content Touches 
Patciaon 1973 20 females Oioaen by 
aubject 
Magna et al. 1979 33 females Career iaaues 7 
33 males 
Shirley 1980a 121 females 
108 males 
None 
Shirley 1980b 80 females Career issues 1 or 2 
80 males 
Stockwell & Dye 1980 44 females Strong-Campbell 
36 males Interest 
Inventory 
Interpretations 
Hubble et al. 1981 32 females Career Issues 6 
Wheaton & Borgen 1981 66 females Interpersonal 4 
66 males life 
Wheaton 1982 82 females Interpersonal 3 
74 males life 
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Dependent Meamure# Significant Results Involving Touch 
Depth of Self-Exploration 
Relationship Inventory 
Relationship Questionnaire 
Clients who were touched engaged 
in more self-exploration 
Evaluation Form based on 
Semantic Differential 
Subjects who were touched 
evaluated the counseling 
experience more positively 
Counselor Rating Form Females who touched rated higher 
on CSF than females who did not 
Hales who did not touch rated 
higher on CRF than males who did 
Counselor Rating Form None 
Depth of Self-Exploration None 
Counseling Evaluation 
Inventory 
A-State Scale Subjects who were touched rated 
Self^ Disclosure Questionnaire counselors as more expert 
Counselor Rating Form 
Self-Disclosure Audiotape 
Counselor Rating Form Counselors who touched rated 
Relationship Inventory higher on CRF 
Ethical Behwior Assessment 
counselor Rating Form None 
Self-Disclosure Questionnaire 
Counselor Sexuality 
Counselor Influence 
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in th« araa of counaalor-clianc incarparaonal touch ia that, 
othar than gandar* cliant and counaalor variablaa have baan 
largely ignored. It ia reaaonable to aaaert that counaalor 
touch affecta client# differentially dependent upon individual 
counaalor and client variablaa. The reader will recall that 
Alagna at al. (1979) Invaatigatad the potential affecta of 
aubjecta' touch hiatory and attitude toward counaeling 
on tha touch manipulation and that Hubble et al. (1981) 
invaatigatad the affecta of aubject field dependence/ 
independence. Although neither Alagna et al. nor Rubble at al. 
foimd any effect# due to theae aubject variables* Hubble et al. 
concluded that "it i# reasonable to look for additional 
factors that might moderate the response to touch." There are 
several subject and counselor variables which may be of 
potential interest for future research. In order to simplify 
design# only two of these variables have been selected for 
investigation in the current study: counselor physical 
attractiveness and subject level of comfort with counselor 
touch. A third variable, counselor level of comfort with touching, 
will be held constant by only using coimselors with high 
levels of comfort. 
Wheaton (1982) subjectively observed that counselor 
physical attractiveness sensed to have an effect upon her 
so 
raaulea. It is possible that physical aetraecivsness edghe 
obscurs sffacts of counselor touch b# sithar overriding them 
or else interaction with then. There is a substantial body 
of literature which confirms that highly physically 
attractive counselors are perceived more positively than 
less attractive counselors (Carter. 1978: Cash, Begley. HcCown, 
& Weise, 1975} Lewis 4 Walsh. 1978; HcCleman. 1973: Shapiro, 
Struening, Shapiro, & Barten, 1976; Vargas & Borkowski, 1982). 
In addition, Kniecik, Hausar, & Bansiger's (1979) research 
implies that subjects perceive personal space violation by a 
highly physically attractive person positively while subjects 
perceive a similar space violation by a less attractive 
person negatively. 
There is no research which indicates that subject level of 
comfort with touch will have an effect upon perceptions of 
counselors who touch, but it is reasonable to assume that it 
does have an effect. Alagna et al. (1979) found no effects 
produced by subjects* touch histories. However, it cannot be 
presumed that touch history is the same as touch comfort. 
Because a person has been frequently touched by relatives and 
friends, it cannot be assumed that he or she will react 
positively to counselor touch, nor can the reverse be assumed. 
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R«vl«w of pofntlal hypoth»»»» for eh« currant study aenerated 
by tha aximtioe raaaarch on intarparional touch 
Tabla 2 on pagaa 52-53 praaants a ravlav of tha potantlal 
hypothaaaa for tha currant axparloant which hava baan impliad 
by tha axiating lltaratura on intarparaonal touch. Thaaa 
potantlal hypothaaaa hava baan margad with tha algnlflcant 
affacta and tranda raportad by Whaaton (1982) to produca tha 
hypothaaaa for tha currant atudy axplicatad on pagaa 54-56. 
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Table 2. Potential hypotheses for the current study generated by the existing research on 
interperscmal touch 
Previous research Investigating the effects of touch outside of the counseling situation: 
Male and finale counselors who touch their clients (subjects) will be perceived as more 
attractive than counselors wIjo do not touch. 
Female subjects will perceive both male and female counselors wbo touch more positively 
than will male subjects. 
Female counselors wbo touch will be perceived as less attractive than male counselors 
wl)o toucli. 
Counselors who touch will elicit greater amowits of self-disclosure from their subjects. 
Counselors »*o touch will have greater Influence ability than counselors who do not touch. 
Status and sex differences in interpersonal touch bWxavior and perception: 
Counselors who touch will be perceived as having greater status than counselors iriio do not 
touch and will therefore be perceived as more expert. 
Hale subjects are more likely than female subjects to misinterpret counselor touch as being 
sexual in nature. 
Nale counselors touching female sidtjects and female counselors touching female subjects 
will be perceivW more positively than female counselors touching male subjects and male 
counselors touching male subjects; female counselors touching male subjects will be 
perceived least positively. 
Previous research iRvesclgatlo# the effects of touch In the counseling situation: 
Counselors i4io touch will be rated as mare attractive and expert than couMelors 
vAio do not toucli. 
Counselors «dio touch will elicit deeper levels of self-disclosure than counselors who 
do not touch. 
Female counselors who touch will he perceived more positively than female counselors 
wlio do not touch tdille male counselors %*o do not touch will be perceived more 
positively tlian male counselors who do touch. 
U» 
W 
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HYTOniESES 
Explicit hypothMM for th« current etudy are prcaantad 
balow. Although aom# of the hypothaalaad raaulta have not 
baan found in previous reaearch, it is expected that 
examination of the effects of counselor physical attractiveness 
and aubject comfort with touch will allow the predicted 
results to become apparent. The current study haa no basis 
for partialling out the affecta of counaelor phyaical 
attractiveness and aubject comfort with touch aince there is 
no a priori reason for expecting a particular group of 
subjects to be biaaed or responses to a particular counselor 
to be biased. Therefore» the hypotheses are phrased in terms 
of interaction with counaelor physical attractiveness and 
subject comfort with touch rather than control of those effects. 
1. As counselors who touch are perceived as being more 
physically attractive, they will also be perceived as more 
«(pert and attractive (as measured by the CRF). A similar 
trend will be apparent for counselors who do not touch, 
but it will not be as strong of an effect. Unattractive 
counselors who touch will be perceived as least expert 
and attractive. 
2. As subjects report being wore comfortable with touch, they 
will perceive counselors who touch as being more expert 
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and attracciva (aa maaaurad by tha CRF). Aa aubjacea 
rapore balng laaa cotnforcabla with couch, chay will 
parcaiva cotmaalora who couch aa baing laaa axpart and 
aecracciva. A aimilar affacc will not ba apparanc for 
counaalora who do noc touch. 
3. Subjacea who ara touchad will not parcaiva thair counaalora 
aa flora aaxual than aubjacta who hava noc baan touchad. 
4. Subjacta who ara touchad by counaalora whom thay parcaiva 
to ba phyaically attracciva will aalf-diacloaa mora than 
aubjacta who ara touchad by counaalora whom thay parcaiva 
to ba phyaically unattractive. A aimilar trend will be 
apparent for counaalora who do not touch, but it will not 
be aa acrong of an effect Unattractive counaalora who 
touch will elicit the leaat aelf diacloaure. 
5. Aa aubjecta report being more comfortable with touch, they 
will aelf-diacloee more to counaalora who touch. A* 
aubjecta report being leaa comfortable with touch, they 
will aelf diacloae leaa to counaelors who touch. A 
aimilar effect will not be apparent for counaelora who do 
not touch. 
6. As counselors who touch are perceived as being more 
physically attractive, they will also be perceived as more 
influential (as measured by the Influential/Not Influential 
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item on th« CRF and eh« Futurs Counseling Relationship 
Indicator). A similar trend will be apparent for 
counselors who do not touch, but it will not be as strong 
of an effect Unattractive counselors who touch will 
be perceived as least influential. 
7. As subjects report being more comfortable with touch, they 
will perceive counselors who touch as being more 
influential. As subjects report being less comfortable 
with touch, they will perceive counselors who touch as 
being less influential. A similar effect will not be 
apparent for counselors who do not touch. 
8. Attractive male counselors who touch their subjects will 
elicit the greatest depth of self disclosure while male 
counselors (regardless of physical attractiveness) who do 
not touch will elicit the iwst shallow level of self 
disclosure. 
9. Female subjects who are touched will perceive their 
counselors as nwst expert, attractive, and trustworthy 
while male subjects who are touched will perceive their 
counselors as least expert, attractive, and trustworthy. 
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METHOD 
Subjact# 
The subjacts for this axparlMnt vara 119 faoala and 
95 mala undargraduaca aeudanta anrollad In introductory 
payehology couraaa. All of tha aubjacta wara 18-24 yaara of 
aga and apoka Engliah aa thair firat language. Subjacta wara 
informed that an invaatigation of atudanta' reaetiona to 
coimaelora waa being conducted and ware offered the opportunity 
to voluntarily participate in exchange for one extra-credit 
claaa point. Pracautiona were taken to enaure that no aubject 
would meet with a counselor with whom he or she was personally 
acquainted. Otherwiae, however, aubjecta were randomly 
aaaigned to counaelor and condition. 
Counaelora 
The counaelora for thia atudy were three male and three 
female tmdergraduaee advanced psychology atudenta. All of 
the counaelora completed or were concurrently taking either 
an undergraduate counseling skills course or else listening 
skills training provided by the local crisis line; both of 
these training programs use Egan's (1982) Developmental 
Helping Model. All of the counselors rated themselves seven 
or higher on a scale of comfortableness with touching other 
people ranging from I (not comfortable) to 10 (very comfortable). 
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Tabla 3 on peg* 59 shows the number of subject# seen by each 
counselor In each cell of the experimental design. 
Training of the Counselors 
All of the counselors participated in two five-hour 
training session. Training content included listening skills, 
use of the Interpersonal Life Diagram (ILD; Newman, 1980), 
and administration of the experimental procedure. Specific 
listening skills taught include restatement, paraphrasing, 
simsarizing, clarification, reflection of feeling, and use of 
open questions (e.g.. Cornier & Cornier, 1979). Several 
opportunities for role-playing practice were provided during 
the training sessions. It was eo^ hasiaed that, lacking the 
necessary counseling training and experience, the counselors 
for this study were not to make any active counseling 
interventions but were to use listening skills alone. 
As a final training exercise, each counselor conducted a 
dress-rehearsal experimental Touch condition session with a 
graduate student in counseling psychology acting as the 
subject. After the dress-rehearsal session, the graduate 
student gave feedback to the counselor regarding his or her 
listening skills, explanation and use of the lU), and 
administration of the touch manipulation. The graduate 
student subjects then Judged whether the counselors were ready 
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Tabla 3. ftunbar of aubjacta aaan by aach eounaalor In each 
cell of the experlaeneal dealgn 
Cell 
Female counaelora Male counselors 
No Touch 
Female Subject U 14 10 6 9 11 
No Touch 
Male Subject 3 7 12 6 10 5 
Touch 
Female Subject 9 10 U 8 10 10 
Touch 
Male Subject 4 10 10 9 9 10 
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CO work with actual lubjacta: all of tha counaalors wara 
judged to be ready. 
All of the experimental saaalons were tape-recorded. 
The experimenter listened to five randomly-aelected tapes each 
week to ensure that the counaelors were adhering to the model 
they were trained to use. 
The Interpersonal Life Diagram (liO) 
The XLO is a relatively unstructured self-exploration 
task developed by Newman (1980). The subject is asked to 
"draw a diagram that expresses where you are in relation to 
the specific Important others in your life..." (Newman, 1980, 
p. 316). Each individual's 110 is a unique drawing which can 
take a variety of form (e.g., flowchart, stick figures, 
illustrations of people and places). Discussion focusing 
around an IID can include what is drawn (e.g.. circles, 
rectangles, size of figures), who is drawn and who is left 
out, how things are drawn (e.g., quality of lines and labeling), 
and verbal explanation of the diagram by the subject. 
As an ambiguous task, the IID is likely to elicit anxiety 
in the subject upon first presentation. To respond to this 
anxiety, the counselors for this study were instructed to let 
the subjects know that it is normal to be anxious when 
confronted with a task of this sort, to provide reassurances 
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that no judgnent# would be made about the subject on the basis 
of his or her XiO, and that the experimental session was 
strictly confidential. 
The XU) served three specific purposes in this study: 
(a) it ensured that relatively similar material was discussed 
in the experimental sessions, (b) it provided a topic of 
conversation for the counselor and the subject, and (c) it 
generated a discussion which was likely to elicit feeling 
stacesMnts from the subject. 
Touch 
In order to approximate actual counseling conditions as 
closely as possible, this experiment used a modified version 
of the touch sequence used by Wheaton (1982). This touch 
sequence was determined by a survey of counselors regarding 
their use of couch in counseling. 
The touch sequence used in the touch condition included 
a contact between the counselor's hand and the subject's back, 
shoulder» or am as the counselor reseated him- or herself 
after allowing the subject to fill out the preliminary 
measures; two contacts between the counselor's hand and the 
subjects upper arm evenly spaced during the session in 
conjunction with the reflection of a feeling or the paraphrase 
of a feeling statement; and a contact between the counselor's 
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hand and the subject's back, arm, or shoulder as the 
counselor explained the dependent measures to the client. 
All the touches had a duration of 1-5 seconds. The counselors 
were instructed to shake hands with the subject (in both 
Touch and No Touch conditions) only if the subject proffered 
his or her hand for a handshake; this did not occur frequently. 
The Experimental Procedure 
The following description is of an experimental 
counseling session in the Touch condition; sessions in the 
Touch condition were identical, omitting the incidences of 
physical contact. 
The counselor greeted the subject at the door of the 
cotffiseling room (the same room was used with all of the subjects) 
and introduced hi»- or herself. The counselor then asked the 
subject to be seated beside a table and the counselor seated 
him- or herself at a 90 degree angle (roa the subject. The 
subject was given an informed consent and permission to tape-
record form (Appendix A) to read and si^  at this point; the 
form did not awntion the touch manipulation. After obtaining 
informed consent, the counselor asked the subject to fill out 
the Physical Attractiveness Indicator (PAl, Appendix B) and 
a measure of subjective stress which is part of another study; 
these preliminary measures were sealed in an envelope by the 
subject and deposited in a box in the room. While the subject 
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filltd out the prellalnary «cales, the counaelor stood outside 
of the counseling room with the door propped open and returned 
as soon as the subject finished the scales. The counselor 
touched the subject on his or her back, shoulder, or arm as 
the counselor reseated him- or herself at a 90 degree angle 
from the subject. At this point, the counselor ««plained the 
ILO and responded to any anxiety that the subject sight have expressed 
over the task. The counselor provided the subject with a blank 
piece of % ' X ir* white paper and a pencil with which the 
subject drew his or her lU). When the subject had finished 
his or her lU) (10 minutes into the session), the counselor 
asked the subject to explain the drawing and used open 
questions to stimulate further discussion of the ZIO. m#ice 
during this explanation and discussion, the counselor touched 
the subject on the upper arm while reflecting a feeling or 
paraphrasing a feeling statement, timing the two touches 
as evenly in the session as possible. After a total of 25 
minutes had passed since the counselor first explained the 
ILD, che counselor informed the subject that the discussion 
would have to end in five minutes. When a total of 30 minutes 
had passed, the counselor provided the subject with copies of 
the dependent measures and a plain white envelope in which the 
materials were to be sealed and deposited in a box in the room. 
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The couTieelor couched Che client'a back, shoulder, or upper 
arm aa he or she explained che procedure for filling ouc che 
dependenc neaaurea. The counselor Chen left che counseling 
room, closing che door behind him- or herself. When the 
subjecC had conpleced the dependenc neasurss and depoaited 
Cham in the box, he or she waa given a debriefing memos the 
memo explained the actual focua of the experiment (i.e., 
counaelor touch) and provided information about the Student 
Counseling Service for subjects wishing to further discuss 
issues raiaed during the experiment (Appendix C). 
Covariate Measures 
Physical Attractiveneaa Indicator (PAD 
Counaelor physical attractiveness was meaaured using the 
PAX, a bipolar scale ranging from I (not attractive) to 7 
(very attractive). The physical attractiveness of each counselor 
was raced individually by each subject to allow for differences 
in perceptions of physical attractiveness. This rating was 
performed after meeting the counselor, but before the counseling 
interaction took place. Table 4 on page 65 presents the average 
PAI score for each counselor. 
Counseling Comfort Scale (CCS) 
The Counseling Comifort Scale was developed specifically 
for use in the current study (Appendix D). The CCS is a 
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Table 4. Avaraga PAI acoraa for aach counaalor 
Counaalor Sax of Counaalor Avaraga PAX Scora 
A Pamela 5.31 
B Female 6.29 
C Female 5.77 
D Male 5.72 
fi Male 4.82 
F Male 4.64 
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of «ubjeecs* level of eubjective level of comfort with 
being touched by a counaelor. The CCS consists of 10 items; 
each item is an activity which the aubject might reaaonably 
expect to have happen during a counaeling session, the subject 
is aaked to indicate his or her level of comfort with each 
of the activitiea on 7-point scales, 1 indicating "not at all 
comfortable" and 7 indicating "very comfortable". Only one 
item on the CCS was scored: item #5 ("being touched by a 
counselor"). Hence, the possible range of scores on the 
CCS is a manimai of 7 and a minimim of 1. Formal reliability 
and validity for the CCS have not been established, but it 
is assumed to have face validity. Subjects completed the CCS 
in the guise of participating in another, unrelated «cperinent 
at another time. This other experiMnt involved large groups 
of subjects filling out the CCS as well as other «tperimenters* 
measures of various variables. Of the subjects who completed 
the ^ S. 108 participated in the current experiment. 
Dependent Measure* 
Modified Counselor Bating Fora (CBF) 
The CRF. developed by Barak and laCrosse (1975). is a 
self-report measure of cllmt perception of counselors on 
the dimensions of Expertness (ECRF), Attractiveness (ACRF), 
and Trustworthiness (TCRF) (Appendices B, F, C, ami 8). The 
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CRT consists of 36 ssvtn-polnt bipolar adjsctlvs Items: 
twelve items for each of three scales (I.e., ECRF, ACRF, and 
TCRF). The score range of the CRF Is from a maximum of 252 
points to a minimum of 36 points. The score range on the 
subscales of the CRF is from a maximum of 84 to a minimum of 
of 12. LaCrosse and Barak (1976) reported split-half 
reliability coefficients for the scales as being .874 for 
expertness. .850 for attractiveness, and .908 for trustworthiness. 
LaCrosse (1980) has shown that the CRF validly predicts 
counseling outccnw. 
The modification of the CRF used in this study involves the 
addition of two iteiM (i.e.. sexual/not sexual and influential/ 
not influential) early in the list of bipolar adjective*. 
Each of these items is scored separately. On the s«fual item 
(SCXF). "sexual" will be scored as 1 and "not sexual" will be 
scored as 7. On the Influential item (ICRF). "influential" 
will be scored as 7 and "not Influential" will be scored as 1. 
Self-Disclosure Questionnaire (SPQ) 
The SIM) was designed by Wheaton (1982. Appendix I). The 
SDQ consists of 20 items which were deemed to be likely topics 
of conversation in an interview using an IID. The SDQ asks 
the subject to rate each item on a 7-polnt scale of depth of 
self-disclosure ranging from 1 ("did not tell the counselor 
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anything about this ampect of me") to 7 ("diacuaaad thia 
aapact of me In great depth"). The subject la also given the 
option of rating an item 0 meaning that "thia topic uaa not 
brought up for diacuaaion." Scorea on thia meaaure will be 
derived by averaging the ratinga given to those topica which 
were diacuaaed; hence, depth of the interaction waa 
meaaurad rather than breadth. The range of theae averaged 
ratinga waa a maximum of 7 and a minimum of 1. Thia acale ia 
preaumed to have face validity although ita formal reliability 
and validity have not yet been teated. Wheaton (1982) found 
aignificsnt (i.e.. p<.05) poaitive correlations between the 
SDQ and the CRT. ACRF. TCRF. and FCXl. 
Future Counaeling Belationahip Indicator (FCKI) 
The FCRI was designed by Wheaton (1982. Appendix J). 
The FCRI consists of five iten» which were thought to reflect 
counselor influence ability. Subjects are asked to respond 
to these item# using a 7-point scale ranging from 1 ("strongly 
disagree") to 7 ("strongly agree"). Items 1, 3. and 5 are 
stated positively and items 2 and 4 are stated negatively. 
Hence, ratings given to items 2 and 4 are flipped to the other 
side of the scale for scoring (e.g.. a rating of 2 on item 
nimber 2 would be scored as 6). The maximum score possible 
on the FŒI is 35 and the minimum score possible is S. 
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One# again, th# FCRl is prasunad to have face validity although 
formal reliability and validity hav# not b#«n «atabliahad. 
Uhaaton (1982) found highly significant (i.#., p<.01) positiv# 
corralations b«tw##n th# FCItX and th# SDQ, CRF. ECKF» ACRF. 
and TCRP. 
Counsaling Session Chscklist (CSC) 
Th# Counssling S#sslon Chocklist (CSC) consists of on# 
qusstion and was adapted for this study from Uhaaton (1982); 
it was included as a measure of the salience of the 
touch manipulation (Appendix K). The CSC presents a list of 
ten actions which the counselor may or may not perform during 
the experimental session; the subject is asked to indicate 
those activities in which the counselor actually engaged 
during the session. Only item number 6 ("touched you" on 
this checklist is scored; a check mark on this item is 
scored as a 1 and no check mirk on this item is scored as 
0. Thus, it was expected that subjects who actually were 
touched muld score 1 and subjects who were not touched 
would score 0 on the CSC, 
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RESULTS 
This Mperimsot ustd a 2 (Trtatosnt Condition: Touch, No 
Touch) X 2 (Sëx of Subject: Mais, Ftoala). x 2 (Sax of 
Counaalor: Male, Fat&ala) conplataly randonlaad factorial 
design as described by Kirk (1982). Two separate sets of 
analyses were performed. One set of analyses was performed 
on the complete sample of subjects (n*>214) all of whom had 
complete the Physical Attractiveness Indicator (PAD » a 
measure of subjects' perceptions of counselors' physical 
attractiveness. The other set of analyses was performd on 
data from the subset of subjects who had completed the 
Counseling COmfore Scale (CCS. n«108) which measures subjects' 
level of comfort with touch. The complete smple (n«214) was 
used in analyses involving tlw PAl as the covariate. The 
subsample (n*l08) was used in analyses involving the CCS as 
the covariate. Initially, analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) 
procedures were used with each set of data to determine the 
effects of Sex of Subject. Sex of Counselor, and Treatment 
Condition and each covariate on the dependent variables. To 
refresh the reader's memory, the dependent variables were: 
(a) the Counselor Rating Form (CRF), (b) the expertness 
subscale on the CRF (ECRF), (c) the attractiveness subscale 
on the CRF (ACRF), (d) the trustworthiness subscale on the 
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CRF (TCRF), (q) the sexual/not sexual item on the CRF (SCRF), 
(f) the influential/not influential item on the CRF (ZCRP), 
(g) the Self-Disclosure Questionnaire (SDQ), (h) the Future 
Counseling Relationship Indicator (FCRX) which is a measure 
of counselor influence ability, and (1) the Counseling 
Session Checklist (CSC) which measures salience of the touch 
manipulation. After the initial AKCOVA procedures, analysis 
of variance (ANOVA) procedures were performed for any 
dependent variables for which no significant main or interaction 
effects involving the covarlate were apparent. The ANOVA 
procedures used a regression model to control for unequal cell 
sizes. Finally, ANCOVA procedures were repeated for dependent 
variables which showed an effect due to the covarlate or 
Interaction involving the covarlate: these secondary ANCOVA 
procedures eliminated nonsignificant higher order interactions 
with the covarlate frost the model statawnt. This series of 
analyses follows the recommendations of Kerllnger and Pedhazur 
(1973). 
As mentioned earlier (in the hypotheses) there was no 
basis to partial out the effects of the covarlates In this 
experiment because there were no a priori reasons to expect 
any group of subjects to be biased or responses to any particular 
counselor to be biased. Therefore, effects of the covarlates 
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ar« raprcaancad by inearactlons of cha eovariacas vieh the 
Independent variable*. 
Analyses Using Data from the Small Sample of Subjects 
Initial ANCOVA 
In the initial ANCOVA procedures performed on the smaller 
sample involving the CCS as the covariate, no swin or interaction 
effects were apparent for the CCS on the CRF, ECRT, ACRF, SCRF, 
ICRF, or CSC; therefore, those dependent measures were reanalyzed 
using ANOVA procedures. Table 5 presents the F statistics and 
associated p values for the AXOVA procedures performed on the 
CRT, ECRF, ACRF, SCRF, ICRF, and CSC using the smaller sample 
of subjects. The remaining dependent measures (i.e., TCSF, 
SOQ, FCRI) were reanalyzed using ANCOVA procedures, after 
eliminating nonsignificant higher-order interactions with the 
covariate. Table 6 presents the F statistics and associated 
p values for these secondary ANCWfA procedures perforswd on the 
TCRF, SOQ, and FCRI using the smaller sangle of subjects» 
ASOVA 
AKOVA results for the small sample of subjects (see Table 
S) showed significant main effects for: (a) Sex of Subject 
on the CKF (p<.05) and the ECRF (p<.05), (b) Sex of Counselor 
on the ACRF (p<.05) and the SCRF (p<.Ol), and (c) Treatment 
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Table 5. Effaces of touch, sax of counselor, and sex of subject 
on tlwse dependent variables for which main and 
interaction effects of the covariate, CCS, were not 
apparent 
F statistics and associated p values for type III 
sums of squares (ANOVA) 
Dependent Measures 
Factor CRF ECRF ACRF SCHF ICRF CSC 
Treatment 
Condition (T) 
F 2.03 0.64 1.64 1.26 0.05 400.59** 
p 0.157 0.425 0.204 0.264 0.829 .0001 
Sex of 
Counselor (SO 
F 0.57 0.20 3.99* 20.58** 1.30 1.89 
p 0.451 0.653 0.049 .0001 0.258 0.172 
S«x of 
Subject (SS) 
F 4.13* 3.58 2.01 2.53 0.07 0.23 
p 0.045 0.061 0.160 0.115 0.798 0.633 
T X SC 
F 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.17 1.42 0.13 
p 0.754 0.748 0.950 0.678 0.236 0.716 
T X SS 
F 0.83 0.27 0.60 0.66 0.07 2.22 
p 0.364 0.603 0.442 0.419 0.788 0.139 
SS X SC 
F 2.09 1.99 0.23 7.92** 1.18 0.40 
p 0.152 0.162 0.634 ,0059 0.280 0.528 
T X SC X SS 
F 0.01 0.05 0.14 0.01 0.86 0.14 
P 0.923 0.830 0.713 0.908 0.356 0.707 
*p<.05. **p<.0l. 
Table 6. ECCecte of coudi, sex of counselor, sex of subject, and CCS on dependent 
variables In the secondary analysts excluding nonsiemtfleant higher order 
Interactions with the covariate CCS 
F statistics and associated p values for type III sims of squares (ANCOVA) 
Dependent Measures 
Factor TCRF SOQ FCRl 
Treatment Condition (T) 
F S.52* 0.58 0.04 
p 0.021 0.446 0.842 
Sex of Counselor (SC) 
F 0.44 2.95 2.63 
p 0.507 0.089 0.108 
Sex of Subject (SS) 
F 5.27* 0.33 1.75 
p 0.024 0.570 0.189 
T X SC 
F 0.46 5.41* 0.41 
p 0.498 0.022 0.524 
T X SS 
F 1.07 0.08 1.52 
p 0.304 0.778 0.221 
SS X SC 
F 
P 
T X SC X SS 
F 
P 
Counseltnfi Ctmforc Scale (OCS) x T 
F 
P 
CCS X T X SC 
F 
P 
*p<.OS. 
4.21* 
0.043 
2.77 
0.100 
0.40 
0.527 
0.01 
0.915 
4.39* 
0.029 
0.07 
0.790 
4.36* 
0.039 
0.00 
0.953 
0.28 
0.599 
4.03* 
0.021 
4.48* 
0.014 
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Condition on eho CSC (p<.01). A significant interaction 
effect vas evident involving Sex of Subject x Sex of Counselor 
on the SCRF (p^ .Ol). 
Inspection of the main effecta having only two means 
to compare (revealed by the ANOVA of the data from the 
small sample of subjects) revealed that: (a) female subjects 
rated their counselors more positively than male aubjecta did 
on the CRFf (b) female counselors were rated more positively 
than male counselors on the ACBF* (c) male counselors were 
rated higher (i.e., less sexual) than female counselors on the 
SCRF, and (d) subjects in the Touch condition were more likely 
to report on the CSC that they had been touched than subjects 
in the No Touch condition (detailed tabular data are shown 
in Table 7, which presents a frequency count of responses 
to item number 8 on the CSC for each cell in the emll 
sample). Due to the uneven cell sizes, four selected post-hoc 
comparisons of means of the Sex of Subject % Sex of Counselor 
interaction on the SCRF were performed using the Bonferroni 
t procedure as suggested by Myers (1979). Table 8 presents 
a summary of the results of these comparisons. These 
results indicate that female counselors meeting with 
male subjects are rated significantly lower on the SCBF (i.e.. 
more sexual) than female counselors with female subjects. 
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Tabla 7. Fraquancy count on couch aalianca varlabla according 
CO call of daaign (for data frma amall aanpla of 
aubjacea) 
Raaponaa to lean ^ 6 on CSC 
Call Yaa Ko 
Touch X Faoala SubjacC x Famala 
Counaalor 15 3 
Touch X Famala Subjact x Male 
Counaalor 12 1 
Touch X Mala Subject x Male 
Counselor 11 0 
Touch X Male Subject x Male 
Counselor 14 1 
No Touch X Female Subject x 
Female Counselor 0 17 
No Touch X Female Subject x 
Male Counselor 1 10 
No Touch X Male Subject x 
Male Counselor 0 12 
No Touch X Male Subject x 
Female Counselor 0 II 
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Table 8. BonfarTonl t procadura résulta on the meana for the 
SCRF (small sample) 
Comparison Results 
Mala Subject x Male Counselor 
Female Subject x Male Counselor 
Nonsignificant 
Male Subject x Fmaale Counselor 
Female Subject x Female Counselor 
Significantly Different 
(p<.012S) 
Male Subject x Female Counselor 
Male Subject x Male Counselor 
Significantly Different 
(P<.0125) 
Female Subject x Male Counselor 
Male Subject x Male Counselor 
Nonsignificant 
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and mal# counaalors with mal* aubjacta (aaa Figura 1 on page 80). 
Tabla 9 praaanta tha maan acoraa Cor all of tha dependant 
varlablea analytad uaing the ANOVA procedures with the amall 
•ample. 
Secondary ANCOVA 
Reaults of the secondary ANCOVA performed using the small 
sample of subjects (see Table 6) showed significant main 
effects for: (a) Treatment Condition on the TCBf (p<.05). and 
(b) Sex of Subject on the TCSF (p<.03). Significant interaction 
effects were apparent involving: (a) Treatment Condition x 
Sex of Counselor on the SDQ (p<.05). (b) Sex of Subject x Sex of 
Counselor on the TCXF (p<.05), (c) Treatment Condition x Sex of 
Counselor x Sex of subject on the ICJtF (p^ .05), (d) the CCS x 
Treatnwnt Condition on the TCKF (p<.05), and (e) the CCS x 
Treatment Condition x Sex of Counselor on the SOQ (pt.OS) and 
the FCRX 
Inspection of the main effects having only two lease 
squares means to compare revealed that: (a) counselors who 
touched were rated more positively on the TCRF than counselors 
who did not touch, and (b) female subjects rated their 
counselors more positively on the TCRF than male subjects did. 
Selected post-hoc comparisons of least squares means of 
the Treatment Condition x Sex of Counselor x Sex of Subject 
interaction on the SOQ, the Treatment Condition x Sex of 
Counselor interaction on the TCBF and the Sex of Counselor x 
so 
Mala Counavlors 
o resale Counaelora 
JL 
Female Kale 
Sex of Subject 
Figure I. 
Sex of Subject x Sex of Counselor 
interaction on the SCRF (small S8#le) 
Table 9. Hean scores for depeodeac variables analysed usins ANOVA procedures (small saille) 
Dependent Measures 
Factor CtlF BOW ACW SCRF lOIF CSC 
Treatmei^ t Condition 
Vouch (T) 216.16 70.26 72.32 3.86 4.77 0.91 
No Touch (NT) 211.12 69.39 70.51 4 23 4.88 0.02 
Sex of Subject 
Female (FS) 217.59 71.05 72.46 4.25 4.83 0.47 
Hale (MS) 209.18 68.41 70.26 3.77 4.81 0.51 
Sex of Counselor 
Female (FC) 215.33 69.72 72.70 4.72 4.62 0.48 
Male OIC) 211.76 70.02 69.85 4.72 4.62 0.51 
Treatment Condition 
X Sex of Counselor 
T X FS 221.39 71.77 73.68 4.22 4.74 0.87 
T X MS 209.92 68.46 70.69 3.42 4.81 0.96 
NT X FS 213.39 70.25 71.11 4.28 4.93 0.04 
NT X MS 208.25 68.35 69.78 4.17 4.83 0.00 
Treacaenc Condition 
X Sex of Counselor 
T X FC 217.03 69.91 
T X MC 214.96 70.75 
NT X PC 213.32 69.50 
NT X NC 208.43 69.26 
Sex of Subject 
X Sex of Counselor 
PS X FC 220.71 71.51 
PS X MC 213.04 70.38 
MS X PC 208.08 67.31 
HS X NO 210.43 69.65 
Treatment Condition 
X Sex of Subject 
X Sex of Counselor 
T X PS X PC 224.11 72.00 
T x PS X NC 217.62 71.46 
T X MS X PC 208.53 67.40 
T X MS X MC 211.82 69.91 
NT X PS X PC 217.12 71.00 
NT X PS X MC 207.64 69.09 
NT X MS X PC 207.45 67.18 
NT X MS X MC 209.17 69.42 
73.42 
70.79 
71.86 
68.87 
3.39 
4.50 
3.64 
4.96 
4.79 
4.75 
5.21 
4.48 
0.88 
0.96 
0.00 
0.04 
73.77 
70.54 
71.27 
69.13 
4.06 
4.54 
2.77 
4.91 
5.11 
4.42 
4.81 
4.83 
0.43 
0.54 
0.54 
0.48 
74.83 
72.08 
71.73 
69.27 
72.65 
68.73 
70.64 
69.00 
4.06 
4.46 
2.60 
4.54 
4.06 
4.64 
3.00 
5.25 
5.00 
4.38 
4.53 
5.18 
5.24 
4.45 
5.18 
4.50 
0.83 
0.92 
0.93 
1.00 
0.00 
0.09 
0.00 
0.00 
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S«x of Subjtct interaction on the TCRF were performed using the 
Bonferroni t procedure. Table 10 presents a summary of the 
results of these comparisons. These results indicate that: 
(a) none of the comparisons performed on the three-way 
interaction on the SOQ were significant (Figure 2 on page 
85 illustrates this interaction), (b) male counselors in the 
No Touch condition are rated significantly lower on the TCRF 
than male counselors in the Touch condition (see Figure 3 on 
page 86), and (c) female counselors meeting with female subjects 
are rated significantly higher on the TCRF than female 
counselors meeting with male subjects (see Figure 4 on page 
87). Table 11 presents the least squares means for the main 
and interaction effects on the TCRF, FCRI, and SDQ (revealed 
by AXCWA procedures using the small sample). 
Three Interaction effects revealed by the secondary 
AMCOVA procedures performed on the data fro» the small sample 
of subjects involved the covariate, CCS. Because the least 
squares means for an Interaction involving a covariate 
represent the y-intercepts of regression lines, it is 
meaningless to perform comparisons of these means. To «(amine 
an interaction with a covariate, it is necessary to examine 
plots of predicted scores on the dependent measure according 
to the level of the covariate (Kerlinger & Fedhazur, 1973). 
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Table 10. Bonfarronl t procadura raaules on the leaae squarea 
meana for the SDQ and TCRF (Small sample) 
Comparison Results 
SOQ Touch % Female Subject 
% Hale Counselor 
Touch X Male Subject 
X Male Counselor 
Nonsignificant 
Touch X Male Subject 
X Male Counselor 
Touch X Male Subject 
X Female Counselor 
Nonsignificant 
Touch X Male Subject 
X Femle Counselor 
Touch X Female Subject 
X Female Counselor 
Nonsignificant 
TotKh X Femle Subject 
X Female Counselor 
Touch X Female Subject 
X Male Counselor 
Nonsignificant 
TCRF Ho Touch X Male Counselor 
Touch X Male Counselor 
Significantly Different 
(p<.05) 
TCRF Female Subject x Feowle 
Counselor 
Female Subject x Male 
Counselor 
Nonsignificant 
Female Subject x Female 
Counselor 
Male Subject x Female 
Counselor 
Significantly Different 
(P<.0125) 
Female Subject x Male 
counselor 
Male Subject x Male Counselor 
Nonsignificant 
Male Subject x Female Counselor 
Male Subject x Male Counselor 
Nonsignificant 
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6 r 
X Male Subject 
Female Counselor 
# Female Subject 
Male Counselor 
Female Subject 
Female Counselor 
Male Subject 
Male Counselor 
J. ; 
Touch Ko Touch 
Treatment Condition 
Figure 2, 
Treatment Condition x Sex of Counselor 
X Sex of Subject Interaction on SDQ 
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o Fewi# CounsQlors 
Male Couiuielors 
1 J. _L 
Touch No Touch 
Treatmeoc Condition 
Figure 3. 
Treatment Condition % Sex of Counselor 
interaction on the TCRF 
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o F«mal« Subject# 
Male Subject# 
female Male 
Sex of Counselor 
Figure 4. 
' Sex of Subject x Sex of Counselor 
Interaction on the TCRF 
Table 11. Least Squares Means for dépendait variables analyzed In the secondary ANCOVA 
procedures (snail sample) 
Dependent Variables 
Factor TCRF FCKI SOQ 
Treatment Condition 
Touch (T) 71.37 31.00 4.97 
No Touch (NT) 70.93 31.38 4.69 
Sex of Counselor 
Female (FC) 72.64 31.75 4.88 
Male (MC) 71.67 30.64 4.78 
Sex of Subject 
Female (FS) 73.81 30.77 4.88 
Male (MS) 70.50 31.61 4.78 
Treatment Condition 
X Sex of Counselor 
T X FC 73.36 31.59 5.01 
T x MC 73.38 30.42 4.94 
NT X PC 71.91 31.90 4.76 
NT X MC 69.96 30.86 4.63 
Treatment Condition 
X Sex of Subject 
T X PS 
T X MS 
NT X PS 
NT X MS 
Sex of Counselor 
X Sex of Subject 
PC X PS 
MC X PS 
PC X MS 
MC X PS 
Treatment Condition 
X Sex of Counselor 
X Sex of Subject 
T X PC X PS 
T X MC X PS 
T X PC X MS 
T X MC X MS 
NT X PC X FS 
NT X MC X PS 
NT X PC X MS 
NT X MC X MS 
75.77 
70.07 
71.84 
70.03 
30.98 
31.03 
30.56 
32.19 
5.05 
4.89 
4.71 
4.66 
75.77 
71,85 
71.91 
69.96 
31.53 
30.01 
31.96 
31.26 
4.79 
4.98 
4.98 
4.58 
77.31 
74.23 
69.41 
72.54 
74.22 
69.47 
69.60 
70.45 
31.68 
30.27 
31.51 
30.56 
31.37 
29.76 
32.42 
31.95 
5.14 
4.96 
4.88 
4.91 
4.44 
4.99 
5.08 
4.26 
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Plots of predicted acoras foc the Treatment Condition x CCS 
interaction on the TCRF are presented in Figures 5-8 on pages 
91-94. Plots of predicted scores for the CCS x Sex of Counselor 
X Treatment Condition Interaction on the FCRl are presented in 
Figures 9-10 on pages 93-96. Plots of predicted scores for the 
CCS X Treatment Condition x Sex of Counselor interaction on the 
SDQ are presented in Figures 11-12 on pages 97-98. All of 
these plots have been separarated according to cell of design 
for clarity. However, the reader will note that In the plots 
relevant to each interaction, similar patterns appear for each 
cell of the design. The plots of predicted scores for the 
interactions Involving the covarlate CCS Indicate that: 
(a) as subjects In the Touch condition report being more 
comfortable with touch they respond less positively on the 
TCRF; (b) as subjects report being more comfortable with touch, 
subjects In th# Touch condition respond less positively to 
male counselors on both the FCRl and SIM) while subjects In the 
Ho Touch condition respond nwre positively to male counselors 
on both the FCRI and SDQ; and (c) as subjects report being more 
comfortable with touch, subjects in the Touch condition respond 
more positively to female counselors on both the FCRI and 
SDQ, altiwugb this effect is not as strong as the effects for 
male counselors. 
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No Touch 
® Touch 
JL JL. 
3 4 5 
Score on CCS 
Figure 5. 
CCS X Treatment Condition interaction on TCKF 
(fatale subjects, female counselors) 
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o Touch 
X No Touch 
Figure 6, 
CCS % Treatw*r Condicion interaction on ZCXg 
(temlc subjects, *ale counselors) 
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X No Touch 
o Touch 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Score on CCS 
Figure 7. 
CCS % Treatment Condition interaction on TCRF 
(male subjects, counselors) 
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X No Touch 
o Touch 
Figure 8, 
CCS X Treaenent Condition interaction on TCKF 
(male eubjecte, male counselors) 
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Figure 9. 
CCS X Sex of counselor x Treatment Condition 
interaction on FCRI (male subjects) 
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Figure 10, 
CCS X Sex of Counselor x Treatment Condition 
interaction on FCRl (female subjects) 
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Figure U. 
CCS X Sex of Counselor x Treatment Condition 
interaction on SOQ (male subjects) 
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Figure 12. 
CCS X Sex of Counselor x Treaenene Condition 
interaction on SSQ (female subjects) 
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Analysas Using Data fron the Contplate Sample of Subjects 
Initial ANCOVA 
Initial ANCOVA proctdures were performed on the complete 
sample of subjects, involving the PAl as the covariate. No 
main or interaction effects for the PAI were apparent on the 
ICSF, SDQ» FCRI, and CSC; therefore, those dependent measures 
were reanalyzed using AfKWA procedures. Table 12 presents 
the F statistics and associated p values for the ANGVA 
procedures performed on the ICSF, SDQ, FCRI, and CSC using 
data from the complete sample of subjects <n"214). The 
remaining dependent measures (i.e,, CBF, ECRF, ACRF, TCBF, 
SCSF) were reanalyzed using ANCOVA procedures, after eliminating 
nonsignificant higher order interactions with the covariate. 
Table 13 presents F statistics and associated p values for 
these secondary ANCWA procedures performed on the CKF, ECRF. 
SCRF, TCKF, and SCRF using data from the complete sample, 
ASOVA 
ASiOVA results for data from the complete sample of subjects 
(Table 12) showed a significant main effect for Treatnœnt 
Condition on the CSC (p<.01). A significant interaction effect 
was evident involving Treatment Condition % Sex of Subject on 
the FCRI (p<.Ol). Inspection of the means for the main effect 
for Treatment Condition on the CSC revealed that subjects in the 
Touch condition were more likely to report on the CSC that they 
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Tabla 12. Effacca of couch, aax of counaalor. and sax of aubjact 
on ehoaa dapandanc variablaa for which main and 
infcaractlon affacea of tha covariaea, PAI. ware not 
apparent 
F acatiatiea and aaaociaeed p valuea for fcypa 111 auma 
of aquarea (ANOVA) 
Factor ICRP 
Dependent Meaaurea 
SDQ FCRl CSC 
Treatment Condition (T) 
F 
P 
0.25 0.00 O.Ol 1283.23** 
0.619 0.959 0.922 .0001 
Sex of Counaalor (SO 
F 
P 
1.22 1.31 1.47 1.99 
0.271 0.254 0.226 0.160 
Sex of Subject (SS) 
F 
P 
0.39 
0.535 
1.04 
0.309 
0.34 
0.559 
0.02 
0.893 
T X SC 
F 
P 
2.15 
0.144 
0.23 
0.631 
0.02 
0.877 
0.00 
0.989 
T X SS 
F 
P 
1.15 
0.286 
1.52 
0.2X9 
7.38** 
0.007 
1.03 
0.312 
SS X SC 
F 
P 
0.00 
0.959 
3.02 
0.064 
0.10 
0.751 
0.16 
0.687 
T X SC X SS 
F 
P 
*p«.05. 
**p<.0l. 
1.77 
0.185 
3.57 
0.060 
0.44 
0.508 
0.67 
0.413 
Table 13. Kffec&B of toucli, sex of counselor, sex of subject, and PAl on dependent 
variables in the secondary analysis excluding nonsignificant higher order 
interactions with the covarlate PAI 
F statistics and associated p values for type 111 sums of squares (AHCOVA) 
Dependent Measures 
Factor CKF fiXXP ACBF TCKF SCRF 
Treatment Condition (T) 
F 0.08 0.12 0.18 0.26 2.09 
P 0.782 0.728 0.676 0.611 0.150 
Sex of Counselor (SC) 
F 3.48 3.28 3.32 2.24 3.77 
P 0.064 0.072 0.070 0.136 0.053 
Sex of Subject (SS) 
F 15.56** 9 11** 11.24** 15.14** 3.94* 
P .0001 0.003 0.001 .0001 0.049 
T X SC 
F 4.91* 3.89 4.60* 4.04* 1.20 
P 0.028 0.051 0.033 0.046 0.275 
T X SS 
F 3.31 1.15 2.76 5.65* 0.09 
P 0.070 0.284 0.098 0.018 0.762 
SS X se 
F 0.15 
|) 0.700 
T X SS X se 
F 1.71 
p 0.193 
Physical Atcracclveness 
Indicator (PAl) x T 
F 0.04 
p 0.837 
PAî X T X se 
F 4.46* 
p 0.013 
*p<,05, 
**p<.01. 
0.09 
0.761 
0.55 
0.458 
1.93 
0.166 
1.07 
0.301 
0.16 
0.688 
0.09 
0.762 
3.89* 
0.022 
4.41* 
0.013 
0.10 
0.751 
7.24** 
0.008 
0.70 
0.404 
0.35 
0.558 
0.16 
0.694 
1.59 
0.209 
3.41* 
0.035 
4.05* 
0.019 
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had batn touchad Chan aubj«ccs in cha Ko Touch condicion 
(dacailad cabular daca ara ahown in Tabla 14, which prtatnca 
a fraquoncy counc of raaponaaa Co ic«n number 6 on cha CSC 
for aach call in cha complaca tampla). Four lalacctd poac-hoc 
compariaona of miana of cha Trtacmanc Condicion x Sax of 
Subjacc incaraccion on cha FCRX ware parformd using Che 
Bonferroni c procedure. Table 15 presence a aummary of cha 
reaulcs of chase compariaona. Theae reaulcs indicate that 
male subjects in the touch condition rate their counselors 
significantly lower on the FCXI than both female subjects in 
the Touch condition and male subjects in the Xo Touch 
condition (see Figure 13 on page 106). Table 16 presents 
the mean scores for all of the dependent variables analyzed 
using the AMOVA procedures with data from the complete sample. 
Secondary AKCOVA 
Results of the secondary ANCOVA procedures performed using 
data from the complete saoule of subjects (Table 13) showed 
significant main effects for: (a) Sex of Subject on the CRF. 
ECRF. ACRF. TCRF (p<.01) and the SCSF (p<.05). and (b) the FAl 
on the ACRF, SCRF (p<.01) and the CRF (p<.0$). Significant 
interaction effects were apparent involving: (a) Treatment 
condition % Sex of Counselor on the CRF, ACRF. and TCRF (p<,05), 
(b) Treatment Condition x Sex of Subject on the TCRF (p<05). 
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Table 14. Fraqucncy count on touch sallanca variable according 
to call of design (for complete sample of subjects) 
Response to Item 06 on CSC 
Cell Yes No 
Touch X Female Subject x Female 
Counselor 27 3 
Touch X Female Subject x Kale 
Counselor 26 2 
Touch X Male Subject x Male 
Counselor 27 1 
Touch X Male Subject x Female 
Counselor 22 2 
No Touch X Female Subject x 
Female Counselor 0 34 
No Touch X Female Subject x 
Male Counselor 2 25 
No Touch X Male Subject x 
Male Counselor 0 21 
No Touch X Male Subject x 
Female Counselor 0 22 
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Table iS. Bonfcrronl t procedure reiults on the mean# for the 
Treatment Condition x Sex of Subject interaction 
on the FORI (complete lample) 
Comparison Results 
Touch X Female Subject 
Touch X Hale Subject 
Touch X Female Subject 
No Touch X Female Subject 
Touch X Male Subject 
No Touch X Male Subject 
No Touch X Female Subject 
No Touch X Male Subject 
Significantly Different (p<.012S) 
Nonsignificant 
Significantly Different (p<.0125) 
Nonsignificant 
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Mal* Subject# 
Female Subjects 
Touch Ro Touch 
Treatment Condition 
Figure 13. 
Treatment Condition * Sex of Subject 
interaction on the FCRI 
Table 16. Mean scores for dependent variables analyzed using ANOVA procedures (complete saiyle) 
Dependent Measures 
Factor ICHF SOQ FCRI CSC 
Treatment Condition 
Touch (T) 4.77 4.98 30.92 0.93 
Mo Touch (NT) 4.87 4.99 30.97 0.02 
Sex of Subject 
Female (PS) 4.77 5.05 31.10 0.54 
Male (MS) 4.88 4.91 30.74 0.51 
Sex of Counselor 
Female (PC) 4.94 5.06 31.27 0.52 
Male (MC) 4.70 4.92 30.60 0.53 
Treatment Condition 
X Sex of Subject 
T X FS 4.81 5.11 31.76 0.91 
T X MS 4,72 4.84 29.96 0.94 
NT X FS 4 73 4.98 30.47 0.03 
NT X MS 5.07 5.01 31.67 0.00 
Trealsment Condition 
X Sex ot Counselor 
T X PC 
T X HO 
NT X PC 
NT X MC 
Sex of Subject 
X Sex of Counselor 
FS X FC 
PS X NO 
HS X PC 
NS X MC 
Treatment Condition 
X Sex of Subject 
X Sex of Counselor 
T X PS X PC 
T X PS X MC 
T X MS X PC 
T X MS X MC 
NT X PS X PC 
NT X PS X MC 
NT X MS X PC 
NT X MS X MC 
4.74 
4.80 
5.13 
4.58 
5.09 
4.89 
5.03 
4.95 
31.30 
30.55 
31.24 
30.67 
0.90 
0.95 
0.00 
0.04 
4.89 
4.64 
5.00 
4.78 
5.02 
5.08 
5 11 
4.73 
31.44 
30.71 
31.02 
30.49 
0.56 
0.51 
0.47 
0.55 
4.90 
4.71 
4.52 
4.89 
4.88 
4.55 
5.50 
4.62 
5 21 
5.02 
4.93 
4.76 
4.84 
5.14 
5.30 
4.70 
32.30 
31.18 
30.00 
29.93 
30.67 
30.22 
32.09 
31.24 
0.90 
0.93 
0.91 
0.96 
0.00 
0.07 
0.00 
0.00 
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(c) S«x of Subject X Sex of Counselor on the SCRF (pt.Ol), 
and (d) the PAX x Treatment Condition x Sex of Counselor on 
the CRP» ECRF, ACRF, TCRF. and SCRF (p<.05). 
Inspection of the least squares menas of the main effects 
for Sex of Subject (revealed by the secondary ANCOVA of data 
from the complete sample of subjects) showed that female 
counselors were rated significantly higher than male counselors 
on the CSF, ECRF, ACRF, TCRF, and SCRF (on the SCRF, a high 
score represents less sexual while a low score represents 
more sexual). 
Selected pose-hoc comparisons of the least squares means 
for the Treatment Condition x Sex of Subject interaction on 
the TCRF and the Sex of Subject x Sex of Counselor interaction 
on the SCRF were performed using the Bonferroni t procedure. 
Table 17 presents a summary of these comparisons. These 
results indicate that: (a) female subjects in the Touch 
condition rate their counselors significantly higher on the 
TCRF than male subjects in the Touch condition and female 
subjects in the Ko Touch condition (see Figure 14 on page 111) 
and (b) finale counselors meeting with male subjects are rated 
significantly lover (i.e., more sexual) on the SCRF than 
female counselors meeting with female subjects (see Figure 15 
on page 112). Table 18 presents the least squares means for 
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Table 17. Bonfactonl t procadura tasulca on tha laaat 
aquaraa maana for tha TCHF and tha SCRF 
(complata aampla) 
Oapandant 
Maaaura Compariaon Raaulta 
TCRF Touch x Famala Subjact 
Touch X Mala Subject 
Touch X Famala Subject 
No Touch X Female Subject 
No Touch X Female Subject 
No Touch X Male Subject 
Touch X Male Subject 
No Touch X Male Subject 
SCRF Female Subject x Female 
Counselor 
Male Subject x Female 
Counselor 
Significantly Different 
(p .0125) 
Significantly Different 
(p .0125) 
Nonsignificant 
Nonsignificant 
Significantly Different 
(P .025) 
Fetmle Subject x Male 
Counselor 
Male Subject x Male 
Counselor 
Nonsignificant 
Ill 
Female Subject# 
72 
t 
Touch No Touch 
Treatment Condition 
Figure 14. 
Treatment Condition x Sex of Subject interaction on the TCRF 
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Figure 15. 
Sex of Subject x Sex of Counselor interaction on the SCRF 
Table 18. Least: Squares Means Cor dependent variables analysed in the secondary ANCOVA 
procedures (complete sample) 
Dependent Measures 
Factor CRF EC8F ACRF TCRf SCRF 
Treatment Condition 
Touch (T) 213.26 69.21 71.37 72.67 3.89 
No Touch (NT) 212.20 69.01 70.77 71.98 4 13 
Sex of Counselor 
Female (FC) 213.42 69.12 71.69 72.60 3.72 
Male (MC) 212.04 69.10 70.45 72.05 4.30 
Sex of Subject 
Female (FS) 217.90 70.59 72.61 74.33 4.21 
Male (MS) 207.56 67.63 69.54 70.32 3.81 
Treatment Condition 
X Sex of Counselor 
T X FC 214.17 69.01 71.21 72.94 3.65 
T X MC 212.35 69.42 70.53 72.39 4.14 
NT X PC 212.66 69.24 71.17 72.25 3.79 
M X MC 211.74 68.78 70.38 71.71 4.47 
Trâaanenc Condition 
X Sex of Subject 
T X PS 220.81 71,22 
f X MS 205.70 67.20 
NT X PS 214.98 69.97 
NT X MS 209.41 68.06 
Sex of Counselor 
X Sex of Subject 
FC X FS 218.08 70.76 
MC X FS 217.72 70.43 
FC X MS 208,75 67.49 
NC X FS 206.37 67.77 
Treatment Condition 
X Sex of Counselor 
X Sex of Subject 
T X FC X FS 222 93 71.85 
T X NC X FS 218.69 70.60 
T X FC X MS 205.40 66.16 
T X NC X MS 206.00 68.24 
NT X FC X FS 213.23 69.66 
NT X MC X FS 216.74 70.27 
NT X FC X MS 212.10 68.82 
NT X NC X MS 206.73 67.30 
73.67 75.89 4.06 
69.08 69 45 3.73 
71.55 72.76 4.36 
69.99 71.20 3.90 
72.89 74.44 4.18 
72.33 74.22 4.23 
70.50 70.76 3.25 
68.58 69.89 4.37 
74.64 76.44 4.14 
72.69 75.35 3 98 
69.78 69.45 3.15 
68.36 69.44 4.30 
71.13 72.44 4.22 
71.97 73.09 4.49 
71.21 72.07 3.35 
68.79 70.34 4.45 
l i s  
eh« main and intcraccion «(facta on tha CRF, ECRF, ACRF, TCRF* 
and SCRF (ravaaltd by ANCOVA procaduraa wain* data from tha 
complota aampla). 
Tha Traatnant Condition x Sax of Counaalor intaractiona 
on the CRF, ACRF, and TCRF (cavaalad by tha lacondary ANCOVA 
performed uaing data from the complete aampla) are determined 
by the covariate PAZ aa indicated by the PAX x Treatment 
Condition x Sex of Counaelor intaractiona on thoae aame 
variablea. Therefore* only the interactiona involving the 
covariate will be examined. Figurea 16-25 on pagea 116-125 
preaent plota of predicted acorea on the CSF» ACRF, ECRF. 
TCRF, and SCRF for the PAl x Sex of Counaelor x Treatment 
Condition interactiona. Theae plota have been aeparated 
according to Sex of Subject for clarity. The aame pattern 
emergea in the plota of the PAl x Treatment Condition x Sex 
of Counaelor interactiona on the CRF, ECRF, ACRF, and TCRF: 
there ia a atrong orthogonal effect involving mile counaelora 
and female counaelora in the No Touch condition, while the 
male and female counaelora in the Touch condition are more 
similar to each other. As male counselors in the No Touch 
condition are perceived as being more attractive, they are 
rated lower on the CRF, ECRF, ACRF, and TCRF. As female 
counselors in the No-Touch condition are perceived as being 
more attractive, they are rated lower on the CRF, ECRF, 
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Figure 16. 
PAl X Sex of Counaelor x Treatment Condition 
interaction on CRF (female subjects) 
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Figure 17. 
PAI % Sex of Counselor x Treatment Condition 
interaction on CRF (male subjects) 
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Figure 18. 
PAI X Sex of Counselor x Treacmenc Condition 
interaction on ECSF (female subjects) 
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Figure 19, 
X Sex of Counselor x Treatment Condition 
interaction on ECRF (male subjects) 
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Figure 20, 
PAI X Sex oi Counselor % Treatment Condition 
interaction on ACKF (female subjects) 
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Figure 21, 
PAX X Sex of Counselor x Treatment Condition 
interaction on ACRF (male subjects) 
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Figure 22, 
PAl % Sex of Counselor x Treacmenc Condition 
interaction on TCBF (female subjects) 
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Figure 23. 
PAl X Sex of Counselor x Treatment Condition 
interaction on TCRF (male subjects) 
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Figure 24, 
PAl X Sex of Counselor x Treatment Condition 
interaction on SCRF (fesale subjects) 
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Figure 25. 
PAI % Sex of Counselor % Treacmene Condieion 
interaction on SCSF (male subjects) 
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ACRF, and TCRF. Ratings on the CRF, ECKF, ACRF, and TCRF for 
both mala and famala counaalora in tha Touch condition incraaaa 
aa parcaivad attractivanaaa incraaaaa, although thia affact ia 
not aa atrong aa tha affacta for counaalora in tha No-Touch 
condition. Tha plota of pradictad acoraa on tha SCRF for tha 
PAl X Sax of Counaalor x Traatmant Condition intaraction 
ravaala that aa famala counaalora in tha Touch Condition ara 
parcaivad aa mora attractive thay ara alao parcaivad aa baing 
mora aaxual. Table 19 praaanta a aumsary of tha raaulta of 
tha currant «(périmant. 
Correlatlona between the nine dependent meaaurea Mere 
calculated using Pearson's Product-Moment Correlation. 
Correlation coefficients for the small sample are preaented 
in Table 20 and correlation coefficients for the complete 
sample are presented in Table 21. 
Additional Analyse* 
In order to check for possible effects of the individual 
counselors upon the previously reported results, some additional 
analyses were performed. (For the additional analyses. SPSS 
software was used due to a lack of availability of SAS software, 
which was used in all of the previously reported analyses.) 
These additional analyses used a 2 (Treatment Condition; Touch, 
Ho Touch) % 2 (Sex of Subject: Male, Female) x 6 (Counselor: 
Table 19. Summary of eha results of the current experiment 
Procedure Sample Dependent Variables Significant Effects 
AMOVA Sex of Subject on CRF 
Sex of Subject on ECRF 
Small CRF 
sample ECHF 
(n*l08) ACRf 
SCRF 
ICRF Sex of Counselor on ACRF 
CSC 
Sex of Counselor on SCRF 
Treatment Condition on CSC 
Sex of Subject x Sex of 
Counselor on SCRF 
AKCOVA Small TCRF Treatment Condition on T(3tF 
sample SOQ 
(n«108) FCRX Sex of Subject on TCRF 
Treatment Condition x Sex of 
Counselor on TCRF 
Sex of Subject x Sex of 
Counselor on TCRF 
CCS X Treatment Condition 
on TCRF 
CCS X Treatment Condition 
X Sex of Counselor 
on SDQ 
CCS X Treatment Condition 
X Sex of Counselor 
on FCRI 
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D«fcrlpeiont of Effect# 
Female aubjecte rated counaelora more poaltlvely than male 
aubjecta did on CSF. 
Female aubjecta raced counaelora more poaitively than male 
aubjecta did on ECRF. 
Female counaelora rated more poaitively than male counaelora 
on ACRF. 
Male counaelora rated higher (i.e., leaa aexual) than female 
counaelora on SCRF. 
Subjecta in Touch condition more likely to report on CSC chac 
chey had been touched than aubjecta in No Touch condition. 
Female counaelora meeting with male aubjecta are rated lower 
(i.e., more aexual) on SCRF than female counaelora with 
female aubjecta. 
Counaelora in Touch condition rated more poaitively on TCRF 
than counaelora in No-Touch condition. 
Female aubjecta rated counaelora more poaitively on TCRF than 
male aubjecta did. 
Male counaelora in No-Touch condition raced lower on TCRF Chan 
male counaelora in Touch condition. 
Female counaelora meecing with female aubjecta rated higher 
on TCRF than female counaelora meeting with male aubjeccs. 
As aubjecca in Touch condition report being more comforcable 
with touch, they reapoiul more positively on the TCRF. 
As subjects report being more comforcable wich touch, subjects 
in the Touch condicion répond less posicively co male 
counselors on cbe SOQ while chey respond more posicively co 
feffiile counselors on che SOQ. 
As subjects report being more comfortable with couch, subjeccs 
in Che Touch condicion respond less posicively co male 
counselors on che FCRl while chey respond more posicively 
Co female counselors on che FCRl. 
Table 19 continued. Summary of the results of the current 
experiment 
Procedure Sample Dependent Variables Significant Effects 
ANOVA Complete 
sample 
(n-214) 
ICRP 
SOQ 
FCRl 
CSC 
Treatment Condition on CSC 
Treatment Condition x Sex 
of Subject on FCRl 
AKCOVA Complete CBF Sex of Subject on CRF 
sample ECRF Sex of Subject on ECSF 
(n*2l4) ACRF Sex of Subject on ACRF 
TCRF Sex of Subject on TCRF 
SCRF Sex of Subject on SCSF 
Treatment Condition x Sex 
of Subject on TCRF 
Sex of Subject x Sex of 
Counselor on SCBF 
FAl X Treatment Condition 
X Sex of Counselor on CRF 
PAl X Treatment Condition 
X Sex of Counselor on ECRF 
PAI X Treatment Condition 
X Sex of Counselor on ACRF 
PAl X Treatment Condition 
X Sex of Counselor on TCRF 
PAl X Treatmnc Condition 
X Sex of Counselor on SCRF 
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Deicripeions of Effect# 
Subjects in Touch condition more likely to report on CSC thet 
they had been touched then subject# in No Touch condition. 
Male subjects in Touch condition rated counselors lower on 
FCRX than fsmale subjects in Touch condition and male 
subjects in No Touch condition. 
Female subjects rated counselors higher than male subjecte on CRF. 
Female subjects rated counselors higher than sale subjects on ECRF 
Fensle subjects rated counselors higher than male subjects on ACSF 
Fsmale subjects rated counselors higher than male subjects on TCXF 
Female subjects rated counselors higher (i.e., less sexual) than 
male subjects on SCHF. 
Female subjects in Touch condition rated counselors higher on 
TCSF than male subjects in Touch condition and female subjects 
in No Touch condition. 
Female counselors meeting with male subjects rated lower (i.e.. 
more smual) on SCXP than female counselors meeting with 
female subjects. 
As counselors are perceived as nwre physically attractive, 
female counselors in No Touch condition are rated higher 
on C8F, ECRF, ACXF, and TCRF and 8»le counselors in No Touch 
condition are rated lower on CRF, EQRF, A(3F, and TCRF; both 
male and female counselors in Touch condition are rated higher 
on CRF, ECRF, ACRF, and TCRF as attractiveness increases. 
As counselors are perceived as more physically attractive, 
female counselors in Touch condition are perceived as more 
sexual. 
Tabla 20. Corralatlona batwaan cha dapandane varlablaa (ivall 
aampla) 
Dapandane Varlablaa 
«J il 
CRF ECRF ACRF TCRF SCRF 
CRF I.QO 0.88** 0.88** 0.92** -0.00 
ECRf 0.64** 0.73** 0.05 
ACRF 1.00 0.71** -0.10 
TCRF l.OO 0.04 
SCRF 1.00 
ICRF 
8SQ 
rCRI 
CSC 
*p«.05. 
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ICRF SOQ FCSl CSC 
0.33** 0.20** 0.32** 0.15 
0.30** 0.23* 0.08 -0.01 
0.26** 0.25* 0.30** 0.15 
0.32** 0.28** 0.32* 0.17 
0.15 0.04 -0.15 -0.14 
1.00 -0.05 0.21* -0.02 
1.00 0.05 0.14 
1.00 -0.07 
1.00 
Table 21. correlaclona between the dependent variables 
(complete sample) 
Dependent Variables 
Variable^  CRF ECRF ACRT ICRP SC8P 
CXF 1,00 0.88** 0.89** 0.93** -0.06 
ECRF 1.00 0.70** 0.76** -0.04 
ACRF 1.00 0.76** -0.02 
TCRF 1.00 -0.01 
SCRF l.OO 
xcsr 
9DQ 
FCXl 
CSC 
*p<.05. 
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XCRF SOQ FCRX CSC 
0.31** 0.34** 0.41** 0.03 
0.33** 0.29** 0.39** 0.01 
0.25** 0.30** 0.36** 0.04 
0.29** 0.34** 0.43** 0.04 
0.15 -0.01 -0.14* 0.05 
1.00 0.05 0.17** -0.02 
1.00 0.08 0.01 
1.00 -0.04 
1.00 
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A, B, C, D, E, F) complacely randomized hierarchical design in 
which Counselors are nested in Sex of Counselor (Counselors A, 
B, and C are female, Counselors D, E, and P are male). Three-
way ANOVA procedures were performed eo determine the effects of 
the Counselors on each of the dependent variables using the 
complete sample of subjects (n*214). Table 22 presents the 
F statistics and aasociated p values for these additional ANOVA 
procedures. Only those results involving the Counselors are 
shown since the other results have been evident in the 
previously reported analyses. 
These additional ANOVA results showed significant main 
effects for the Counselors on the ACSF (p<.01) and the SCSF 
(p<.01). Interaction effects were evident for Counselor x Sex 
of Subject on the CltF <p<.05), the ACSF (p<.05), and the SCRF 
(P<.01). 
Table 23 presents the mean scores on the dependent variables 
for each counselor and his or her interaction with the Treatment 
Condition and the Sex of Subject. Selected post-hoc comparisons 
of the means involved in the effects mentioned in the previous 
paragraph were performed using the Bonferroni t procedure. 
Table 24 presents the results of the Bonferroni t procedures 
comparing selected Counselor means on the ACRF and SCRF. Table 
a presents the results of the Bonferroni t procedures comparing 
Table 22. Effects of the Individual counselors and their Interactions with touch and sex 
of subject on the dependent variables 
F statistics and associated p values (ANOVA) 
Dependent Measures 
Factor CRF ECRF ACRF TCRF SCRF ICRF SOQ VCM CSC 
Counselor (C) 
F 
P 
1.85 
O.IOS 
0.70 
0.622 
3.74** 
0.003 
0.69 
0.634 
7.06** 
0.000 
1.77 
0.120 
0.69 
0.632 
0.58 
0.713 
1.22 
0.301 
C X Treatment 
Condition (T) 
F 
P 
1.39 
0.227 
0.43 
0.830 
1.30 
0.264 
0.49 
0.786 
0.79 
0.558 
0.78 
0.562 
0.78 
0.567 
0.31 
0.904 
1.15 
0.334 
C X Sex of 
Subject (SS) 
F 
P 
2.32* 
0.045 
1.17 
0.325 
2.53* 
0.030 
1.29 
0.266 
3.49** 
0.005 
0.51 
0.770 
2.05 
0.073 
0.65 
0.660 
0.77 
0.571 
C X T X SS 
F 
P 
1.09 
0.362 
1.33 
0.252 
1.22 
0.301 
0.61 
0.691 
0.72 
0.607 
0.26 
0.932 
1.96 
0.87 
0.29 
0.913 
1.77 
0.120 
*p<.05, **p<.Ol. 
Table 33. Mean scores on cUe dependent variables for each counselor and bis or ber 
interaction with touch and sex of subject 
Dependent Measures 
Factor CRF ECKF ACRF TCRF SCKF ICRF SDQ PC*! CSC 
Counselor (C) 
Female 
Counselors: 
A 
8 
C 
214.07 69.79 71.53 72.74 3.88 5.30 5.04 30.91 0.49 
216.73 69.46 73.98 73.29 3.02 4.71 4.94 31.00 0.41 
222.08 70.31 73.31 75.04 3.73 4.84 5.18 31.96 0.40 
Hale 
Counselors; 
U 
E 
F 
215.94 70.89 72.11 
210.84 68.61 69.71 
209.40 68.40 68.63 
72.94 4.67 5.06 4.96 30.83 0.53 
71.53 4.18 4.37 4.93 30.71 0.47 
72.37 4.20 4.77 4.89 29.93 0.60 
C X Treatment 
Condition (T) 
A X Touch 
B K Touch 
C X Touch 
213.14 69.33 71.00 72.81 3.81 5.19 5.05 30.86 1.00 
214.45 68.45 73.80 72.20 2.75 4.50 4.82 30.55 0.85 
232.54 71.31 76.62 77.77 3.69 4.50 5.39 32.75 0.83 
D X Touch 
£ X Touch 
F X Touch 
A X No-Touch 
B X No-Touch 
C X No-Touch 
0 X No-Touch 
E X No-Touch 
F X No-Touch 
G X Sex of 
Subject (SS) 
A X Female S 
B X Female S 
C X Fmale S 
0 X Female S 
E X Female S 
F X Female S 
A X Male S 
B X Male S 
C X Male S 
1) X Male S 
E X Male S 
F X Male S 
214.00 69.75 71.30 
211.53 69.37 70.11 
207.76 68.06 67.94 
214.95 70.23 72.05 
218.90 70.43 74.14 
211.62 69.31 70.00 
218.38 72.31 73.13 
210.16 67.84 69.32 
211.54 68.85 69.54 
217.90 71.05 73.05 
220.92 71.33 74.63 
218.05 70.63 72.32 
217.52 71.24 72.57 
214.68 68.79 70.79 
222.40 71.87 73.40 
210.41 68.59 70.09 
210.82 66.82 73.06 
233.00 69.43 76.00 
213.73 70.40 71.47 
207.00 68.42 68.63 
196.40 64.93 63.87 
72.95 4.65 5.05 4.95 30.75 0.95 
71.95 3.63 4.58 4.83 31.21 0.95 
71.76 4.06 4.88 4.95 29.71 0.94 
72.68 3.95 5.41 5.02 30.95 0.00 
74.33 3.29 4.90 5.05 31.43 0.00 
72.31 3.77 5.15 4.98 31.23 0.00 
72.94 4.69 5.06 4.96 30.94 0.00 
71.11 4.74 4.16 5.03 30.21 0.00 
73.15 4.38 4.62 4.82 30.23 0.15 
73.81 4.19 5.19 4.84 30.62 0.52 
74.96 3.88 4.79 5.12 31.63 0.38 
73.11 3.89 4.79 5.06 32.00 0.37 
73.71 4.67 4.76 5.01 31.00 0.48 
73.11 3.89 4.53 5.15 30.26 0.47 
77.13 4.20 4.73 5.16 31.00 0.60 
71.73 3.59 5.41 5.22 31.18 0.45 
70.94 1.82 4.59 4.67 30.12 0.47 
74.86 3.29 5.00 5.55 31.83 0.50 
71.87 4.67 5.47 4.88 30.60 0.60 
69.95 4.47 4.21 4.70 31.16 0.47 
67.60 4.20 4.80 4.62 28.87 0.60 
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Table 24. Bonfarronl e procedure rtsules on eh* means for ehe 
main effeces of Counselor on ehe ACHF and SCRF 
Dependent 
Measure Comoarison Resules 
ACHF 
SCSF 
Counselor F (male) Significanely Different 
Counselor B (female) (p<.0125) 
Counselor F (male) Nonsignificant 
Counselor E (male) 
Counselor B (female) Nonaignificane 
Counselor C (female) 
Counselor C (female) Nonsignificant 
Counselor D (male) 
Counselor D (male) Significantly Different 
Counselor B (female) (p<.0l25) 
Counselor A (female) Significantly Different 
Counselor E (male) (p<.0125) 
Counselor A (female) Nonsignificant 
Counselor B (female) 
Counselor 0 (male) Nonsignificant 
Counselor E (male) 
l&O 
Tabic 25. Bonfarronl e procadura raaulea on cha maana for cha 
Intaractiona of Counaalor x Sax of Subjact on tha 
CRf, ACRF, and SCRF 
Dapandant 
Maaaura 
Comparlaona Raaulea 
CRF Counaelor D X Female Subject Significantly 1 
Counaelor F X Famale Subject (P<.017) 
Counaelor C X Male Subjact Significantly 1 
Counaelor A X Male Subject (p«.017) 
Counaelor F X Male Subjact Significantly 1 
Counaelor E X Male Subjact (pt.Oi?) 
ACRF Counaelor C X Male Subject Significantly 
Counaelor B X Male Subject (p<.025) 
Counaelor F X Male Subject i 1 
Counaelor E X Male Subject (pt.OZS) 
SCSF Counselor A X Female Subject Nonsignificant 
Counselor C X Female Subject 
Counselor D X Female Subject Nonsignificant 
Counselor F X Female Subject 
Counaalor 5 x Male Subject 
Counaelor C x Male Subject 
Significantly Different 
(P4.017) 
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••lactcd cell mean# Cor the Counselor x Sex of Subject 
Interactions on the CRF, ACRF, and SCRF. 
The post-hoc comparisons appear to indicate that: (a) the 
female counselors were rated higher on the ACHF than the male 
counselors, although the average rating for the female counselors 
may have been pulled up by Counselor B (the reader nwy recall 
that Counselor B was rated as being the most physically 
attractive counselor on the PAD and the average rating for 
the male counselors may have been pulled down by the scores of 
Counselor F (wlu» was rated as the least physically attractive 
on the PAD: (b) the female counselors were rated as more sexual 
(on the SCRF) than the male counselors, although, once again, 
the female counselor* average rating may have been inflated 
by the scores for Counselor B; (c) Counselor F was rated higher 
on the CRF than the other male counselors when meeting with 
female subjects and lower than the other male counselors when 
meeting with male subjects, and Counselor C was rated higher 
on the CRF than the other female counselors when meeting 
with male subjects; (d) Counselor C was rated higher on the 
ACRF than the other female counselors when meeting with male 
subjects, and Counselor F was rated lower on the ACRF than the 
other male counselors when meeting with male subjects; and (e) 
Counselor B was rated as more sexual on the SCRF than any of 
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Cha othar (amale counaalora whan raaatlng wlch mala aubjacca. 
Thara vara no aignificane affacea on any of cha dapandane 
varlablaa for tha Counaalor x Traatnant Condition and cha 
Counaalor x Traaemant Condition x Sax of Subject interactions. 
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DISCUSSION 
The results of che current experiment are complex and 
not easily understood. The results of the current experiment 
support the basic premise that reaction to counselor touch is 
a complex phenomenon which may be based on individual differences. 
However, only hypotheses number 3 and number 9 were partially 
confirmed: when sex of the counselor is not considered, subjects 
who are touched do not perceive their counselors as more sexual 
than subjects who are not touched do and female subjects who 
are touched do perceive their counselors as most trustworthy. 
The substantive meaning of the results will be reviewed in 
this chapter before they are discussed. 
Review of Results 
Female subjects perceived their counselors as being more 
expert, attractive, and trustworthy (as measured by the CRT) 
than male subjects perceived their cotmselors to be. Female 
subject* who bad been touched perceived their counselors as 
more trustworthy than male subjects In either treatment 
condition perceived their counselors to be. 
Counselors who touched were perceived as more trustworthy 
than counselors who did not touch. However, a counselor's 
perceived trustworthiness when he or she used touch was 
dependent upon the subject's level of ctmfort with touch: as 
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•ubjccts reported being more comfortable with touch they 
perceived couneelore who touched es more trustworthy. As 
mentioned earlier, female subjects perceived counselors as 
more trustworthy than male subjects did and female subjects 
who were touched perceived counselors as more trustworthy 
than male subjects in either treatment condition did. Female 
subjects meeting with female counselors perceived their 
counselors as more trustworthy than male subjects meeting with 
female counselors did. Male counselors who did not touch 
were perceived as less trustworthy than male counselors who 
did touch. To summarize the effects of touch on perceived 
trustworthinesst touch appears to enhance a counselor's 
perceived trustworthiness, especially when the subject is 
female and comfortable with touch. 
Female subjects who were touched and male subjects who 
were not touched perceived their counselors as more influential 
(as masured by the FCRl) than male subjects who were touched. 
However, as subjects reported being more comfortable with touch, 
female counselors who touched were perceived as more 
influential and male counselors who touched were perceived as 
being less influential. A similar effect was apparent for 
self-disclosure; as subjects reported being more comfortable 
with touch, female counselors who touched elicited ? re 
shallow level of self-disclosure. 
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Female counielors were perceived as being more attractive 
(as measured by the ACRF) than male counselors. In addition, 
as counselors were perceived as being more physically attractive, 
female counselors who did not touch were perceived as being 
more ecpert, attractive, and trustworthy. For counselors who 
touched, perceived expertness, attractiveness, and trustworthiness 
increased as physical attractiveness increased (although this 
is not a strong effect). 
Female counselors were perceived as more sexual (as 
measured by the SCRF) than male counselors. Male subjects 
perceived their counselors as more sexual than female subjects 
did. Female cousnelors who met with male subjects were 
perceived as more sexual than female counselors meeting with 
female subjects. As female counselors using touch were 
perceived as more physically attractive they were also perceived 
as being most sexual. Subjects who were touched were aware 
of it (as measured by the CSC). 
Male counselor F was rated higher on the CRF than the other 
male counselors when meeting with female subjects and lower on 
the CRF and ACRF than the other male counselors when meeting with 
male subjects. Female counselor C was rated higher on the CRF 
and the ACRF than the other female counselors when meeting with 
male subjects. Female counselor B was rated as more sexual on 
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Che SCRF Chan Che ocher female counselors when meeting with 
male subjeccs. 
Discussion of Resulcs 
The internal validity of this experiment is apparently 
strong, the salience check on the touch manipulation showed a 
strong effect in the expected direction. Correlations between 
the dependent variables show strong correlations between the 
CRf and its subscales, as would be expected. The high 
correlations between the CBF, ECRF, ACRF, TCRF, ICRF. and 
FCRl suggest that these scales are measuring related variables. 
There are also strong correlations between the CRF, ECRF. ACRF, 
TCRF and the SDQ suggesting, once again, that the variables 
are related. 
The finding that female subjects rate their counselors 
more positively Chan male subjects do is consiscenc wich che 
results of Vheaton and Borgen (1981) and Wheaton (1982). This 
result seems to be related to sex-role socialization. Females 
are socialized to talk about intimate material more than males 
are as well as it being more acceptable for females to engage 
in a counseling interaccion than it is for males. Therefore, 
it is probable that females were more comfortable in the 
experimental session and were able to feel more positive 
about the situation Chan males were. In addicion, females 
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ara aoclalissd eo wane to plaaaa othara more than malea are. 
Therefore, femalea are more likely to expreaa poaitive affect 
towarda othera. Femalea' more poaitive evaluationa of their 
counaelora aeem to be conaiatent with their aocialization. 
The finding that female counaelora are perceived aa more 
attractive (aa meaaured by the ACRF) than male counaelora 
ia alao conaiatent with Wheaton and Borgen (1981) and Wheaton 
(1982) and appeara to be the reault of aex-role aocialization. 
Femalea are more accepted than malea in nurturant, helping 
roles. Furthermore, it is likely that the female counselors 
expressed more positive affect towards the aubjecta than the 
male counselors did, which would enhance their image as being 
warm and friendly (i.e., attractive). It is also possible 
that female counselor C's high ratings on the ACRF from male 
subjects helped elevate the female counselors' average score 
on the ACRF. Finally, sex-role socialization effects are 
apparent in the result that female subjects meeting with 
female counselors perceived their counselors as more 
trustworthy than male subjects meeting with female counselors. 
Bull (1983) reviewed the literature on nonverbal 
communication. One of Bull's conclusions is that females are 
more sensitive to and respond more positively to nonverbal 
cues. Therefore, the result of the current experiment that 
female subjects who are touched perceived their counselors 
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as nose trustvorthy Is conslsesnt with the licsracurs on 
nonverbal communication. It is also consistent with the 
literature on sex differences in touch reviewed earlier 
in this paper which reveals that females are touched more 
often than males are (Cowen et al., 1982; Cowen et al., 1983; 
Greenbaun & Rosenfeld, 1980; Goldberg & Lewis, 1969; Henley, 
1973a; Henley, 1973b; Henley, 1977; Juni & Brannon, 1981; 
Robin, 1982; Whiting & Edwards, 1973); it follows that 
fetules would be more likely to respond more positively to 
touch than males would be. 
The results that counselors who touched were perceived as 
mors trustworthy than counselors who did not touch was not 
directly indicated by any of the previous literature. However, 
effects in the previous literature are related and suggest 
that counselors who touch will be perceived as more attractive, 
expert, and influential and will elicit greater depths of 
self-disclosure than counselors who do not couch (Magna et @1.» 
1979; Bubble et al., 1981; Pattison, 1973; Wheaton 6 Borgen, 
1981). These variables are intuitively related and it makes 
sense that counselors who touch are also perceived as more 
trustworthy than counselors who do not touch. The result that 
male counselors who touch are perceived as iwre trustworthy 
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Chan male counaalora who do noc Couch ia conaiacanc wich cha 
craacoanc affacc. Xc alao makaa intuitive aenae choc aa 
aubjacca report being more confortable with touch, they perceive 
counaelora who couch aa more cruatworthy. 
A aurpriain* effect of the currant experiment ia that @a 
aubjecta report being more confortable with touch, female 
counaelora who touch are perceived aa more influential and 
elicit a deeper level of aelf diacloaure while male counaelora 
who touch are perceived aa leaa influential and elicit a 
ahallow level of aelf diacloaure. The effect for female 
counaelora makea intuitive aenae and ia conaiatant with the 
literature (Magna et al., 1979; Hubble et al.. 1981; 
Paeeiaon, 1973; Shirley, 1980a; Wheatoo & Borgen. 1981), but 
the effect for male counaelora waa unexpected. Ihia auggeata 
chat, where male counaelora are concerned, there ia some 
eaaential difference between reporting being comfortable with 
touch and actually being touched. It ia not clear what this 
difference nay be. It is possible that some aspect of the 
CCS evokes the image of a female counselor when subjects 
are responding to the questions (e.g., the word "counselor" 
may be more likely to be associated with females than a word 
like "therapist" or "psychologist" would have been). Another 
possible explanation for this difference is that subjects 
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ovcrasclauie* their willingnast/eoafort to b* touched and 
thia ahova up in reaction to touch by a olae whieh ia mora 
aalient and haa more atatua connotationa than touch by a 
female (Creenbaum & Roaenfeld, 1980; Kenley, 1973a» 1973b, 1977; 
Whiting & Edvarda» 1973). 
The reaulta that female aubjecta who were touched and male 
aubjecta who ware not touched perceived their counaelora aa 
more influential than o»la aubjecta who were touched aeema to 
reflect, once again, that femalea are touched more often than 
malea; femalea nay react mora poaltlvaly to touch for that 
reaaon (and malea may react more negatively to touch for the 
aama reaaon) (Cowan et al., 1982, 1983; Creenbaum 6 Roaenfeld, 
1980; Goldberg & Lawia, 1969; Kenley, 1973a, 1973b, 1977; 
Juni 4 Brannon, 1981; Robin, 1982; Whiting 4 Edwarda, 1973). 
Another aurpriaing finding of the current experiment 
involves the PAI % Treatment Condition x Sex of Counselor 
interaction. A» counselors were perceived as being more 
physically attractive, female counselors who did not touch 
were perceived as being more expert, attractive, and trustworthy, 
while male counselors who did not touch were perceived as being 
less expert, attractive, and trustworthy. For counselors who 
touched, perceived expertness, attractiveness, and trustworthiness 
increased as physical attractiveness increased (this is not as 
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strong of an efface). Tha efface for counselors who couched 
is consiscene with ehe current experiment's premise that 
physical attractiveness enhancea the positive perception of 
counselor touch and Che effecc for female counselors who did 
not touch is not totally unexpected due to the great value 
placed on female attractiveness in American society. In 
addition, the result for the female counsleors may be partially 
due to reactions to female counselor B, who received high 
ratings on the CRF and ACRF; counselor B was rated on the PAX 
as the most physically attractive counselor. However, tfM effect 
for male counselors who did not touch was totally unexpected. 
One of the male counselors was rated as more physically 
attractive (on the average) than the other male counselors: 
in an experiment of this complexity it is entirely possible 
that the effect is in reaction to some unstudied aspect of 
this physically attractive male coimselor. However, the results 
of the analysis of the effects for each individual counselor 
do not support this hypothesis. Another potential cause of this 
effect may be that a physically attractive male counselor is 
perceived as more masculine and, hence, is percieved as more 
powerful or threatening; the addition of the traditionally 
feminine action of touching may weaken the threatening image 
projected by a physically attractive male. Unfortunately, 
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Chi# explanation i# not conaiatant with the statua correlates 
of touch (Goffnan, 1956, 1967; Henley, 1973a, 1973b, 1977). 
Baron and Byrne (1977) suggest that physical attractiveness 
becomes less important in evaluations of others as other 
variables enter into the interaction. It appears that the 
addition of touch to the counaeling interaction lessens the 
effect of physical attractiveness for both male and female 
counselors; however the effect of touch when used by males 
and the effect of touch when used by females is apparently 
different. This result is confusing and it appears that the 
explanation of this effect will only be found through future 
research. This result confirms that physical attractiveness 
of the counselor plays a role In the subject's perception 
of touch. However, this role is not entirely consistent 
with the role of physical attractiveness speculated earlier 
in this paper. 
Finally, the finding that female counselors were perceived 
as more sexual than male counselors is consistent with the 
results of Wheaton (1982). This result may be understood in 
light of the fact that as counselors were perceived as more sexual; 
as a group, the female counselors were perceived as more 
attractive than the male counselors (see Table 4), Hale 
subjects' perceptions of counselors may be related to males' 
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propossd laa««r lavai of confort (and tharafora graaear laval 
of arouaal) In tha counaallng situation; malaa hava baan 
shown to eonfusa any haightanad physiological arousal with 
saxual attraction/arousal (Button & Aron, 1974). It logically 
follows from tha parcaptions of famala counsalors as most 
saxual that attractiva, famala counsalors who usa touch ara 
parcaivad as most saxual. In addition, this affact saams to 
ha a diract raault of mala aubjacts' raactions to famala 
Counsalor B (rated on tha PAl as tha owst physically attractiva 
counsalor). who was parcaivad as mora saxual than tha othar 
famala counaalora by mala subjects. It appears that touch is 
only perceived as sexual when other variables are conducive 
to such a perception. 
The current experiment advances the literature by 
studying the effects of two individual variables, counselor 
physical attractiveness and subject comfort with touch, on 
subjects' perceptions of counselor touch. Unfortunately, the 
complexity of the experiment obscures the results; the 
experimenter attempted to study too many variable* in the 
same experiment. Any conclusions from this experiment are 
tenuous. Nonetheless, some highly tentative conclusions 
are offered below. 
It does appear that counselor touch enhances perceived 
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crustworehlnats (ospaclally whan cha aubjeet ia fanala and 
confortabla with touch) and night ba uaad to incraaaa truat 
in tha counaaling ralationahip. Counaalor touch ia not 
likaly to ba parcaivad aa aaxual in natura axcapt In tha 
caaa of an attractiva famala counaalor maating with a mala 
aubjact. With aubjacta who ara comfortable with touch, a 
famala counaalor can uaa touch to incraaaa har influanca 
ability and alicit daapar aalf-diacloaura from tha aubjact; 
mala counaalora ahould avoid touch for thaaa aame raaulta. 
Finally, touch aaama to nwdiate the affecta of counaalor 
phyaical attractiveneaa on client perceptiona of the counaelor. 
Future reaearch ahould include fewer variablea in each 
experiment. In addition, the cell aiaea ahould be equal and 
the number of aubjecta aeen by each counaelor ahould be equal 
to control for cpurioua effecta. It ia recommended that 
potential biases involving individual differences (e.g., 
touch history) be identified in an a priori manner so that 
they can be partialled out in an analysis of covariance 
procedure rather than having to sift through interactions 
with the covariate. It is also recwmiended that a verbal 
interview with the subject be used to suppleaent written 
feedback; the subject should be questioned about which aspects 
of the counselor be or she was responding to and what his or 
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her reaction# to the touch were. Finally, owre reaearch is 
needed to determine how a counselor can recognise client# who 
are comfortable with touch and clients who are not confortable 
with touch. 
It is debatable whether further research on the effects 
of counselor-client interpersonal touch is warranted. It 
appears to this author, after performing three experiments 
with different results, that the phenomenon of touch may be 
dependent upon too many variables to ever be pinned down and 
studied in traditional research paradigms. Perhaps a new 
approach to research in this area is needed. Recently, a 
ease study paradigm has been advocated for the study of 
counseling processes (e.g., Celso, 1979; Hill, Carter, 6 
O'Farrell. 1983). Future study of interpersonal touch in the 
counseling interaction might profit from taking a case study 
approach. 
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APPENDIX A. 
INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
Thank you for deciding to participate in experiment #2. 
In thia experiment, we are interested in students' reactions to 
counselors. You will be meeting with a counselor for approximately 
30 minutes to discuss your Interpersonal life (using a diagramming 
inatrument). After the counseling session you will be asked to 
express your reactions by filling out some questionnaires. If 
you have any questions about the procedure to be followed, we 
will be glad to answer then. 
It is possible that your conversation with the counselor 
may lead to the discussion of some Issues which are upsetting to 
you. If an uncomfortable topic is brought up, please remember 
that you are In control of what is to be talked about; the 
counselor will not force you to talk about anything you do not 
wiah to talk about. In addition, you are free to withdraw 
your consent and to discontinue yewr participation in the 
experiment at any time (without losing your extra credit 
points for participation). 
All information gathered during this experimental session 
will be kept strictly confidential. The experimental session 
will be tape-recorded for research purposes only and all tapes 
will be erased at the conclusion of this experiment. 
I have read the above Information and give my consent 
to being a subject in esqieriment ^ 2. I also give dqp consent 
to being tape-recorded during my participation in experiment 
#2. 
Signature Date 
Print Name 
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APPENDIX B. 
PHYSICAL ATTRACTIVENESS INDICATOR 
Plea#* race the couneelor whom you have Juae iMt on hi# or 
her physical aeeraeeivene##: 
Very Not 
Attractive ****** Attractive 
(The cotmaelor will not have any accea# to thi# or any 
ratings that you will make during this experiment.) 
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APPENDIX C. 
DEBRIEFING MEMO 
Thank you lor your participation in axparinant ^ 2. 
A mild font of deception vaa u««d in thia axparimant which w* 
would lik# you to be aware of at thia time. You were informed 
that this experiment was studying reactiona to counseling in 
general. In actuality we were interested in your reactions to 
the counselor's touching behavior (i.e., whether he or she 
touched you or not). 
In addition, th# counselor was not doing active counseling 
but was using basic listening skills. Active counseling 
consists of more than just listening and it is designed to help 
you deal with personal issues. If you feel the need to discuss 
your personal issues further, the Student Counseling Service 
(SCS) is available to you. SCS is staffed by professional 
coimselors who would be quite willing to work with you: an 
appointment at SCS can be made by calling 294-5056. 
In previous research, interpersonal touch has been found 
to improve subjects' ratings of counselors, increase counselors' 
influence ability, and reduce subjects' anxiety. We are 
hypothesising that this research will produce similar results. 
We are also hypothesising that subjects will react differently 
to being touched by male and female counselors and that male 
and female subjects will react differently to being touched. 
We will appreciate your cooperation in keeping the nature 
of this research confidential; if you have friends who ai;e 
intending to purticipaee, please do not discuss the experiment 
with then until after they have participated. If you have any 
questions or would like to discuss any aspect of this research, 
please feel free to contact Kan Bennett at 294-8794. 
Thank you again. 
Jan Wheaton and Kan Bennett 
Experimenters. Graduate Students 
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APPENDIX D. 
COUNSELING COMFORT SCALE 
P1MC« race your lavol of confort with parfornting each of 
the following activities. 
1. Making "small-talk" with a counselor. 
Not at all Very 
c o m f o r t a b l e  * * * * * *  comfortable 
2. Talking about your family relationships with a counselor. 
Not at all Very 
c o m f o r t a b l e  * * * * * *  comfortable 
3. Expressing strong emotion to a counselor. 
Not at all Very 
c o m f o r t a b l e  * * * * * *  comfortable 
4. teing led through some breathing and relaxation exercises 
by a counselor. 
Not at all Very 
c o m f o r t a b l e  * * * * * *  comfortable 
5. Being touched by a counselor. 
Not at all Very 
c o m f o r t a b l e  * * * * * *  comfortable 
6. Boing taught communication skills by a counselor. 
Not at all Very 
c o m f o r t a b l e  * * * * * *  comfortable 
7. Talking about your fantasies with a counselor. 
Not at all Very 
comfortable * * * * * * comfortable 
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8. Talking about your problem# with a counaalor. 
Not at all Very 
c o m f o r t a b l e  * * * * * *  comfortable 
9. Being hypnotized by a countelor. 
Not at all Very 
c o m f o r t a b l e  * * * * * *  comfortable 
10. Practicing a new ekill in front of a countelor. 
Not at all Very 
c o m f o r t a b l e  * * * * * *  c o m f o r t a b l e  
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APPENDIX E. 
COUNSELOR RATING FORM 
Pitas* rata tht counstlor chat you hav* just mat with on 
tha following seal*. B* sur* to *xa«ln* th* «xavpl* itam 
carefully bafor* beginning. 
Example: Tall * * * * * *  Short 
If you felt the counselor was tall, you would mark 
the item as follows: 
Tall X  * * * * *  *  Short 
If you felt the counselor waa short, you would 
mark the item as follows: 
T a l l  * * * * * *  X  Short 
If you felt the counselor was of médit» height, 
you would mark the item as follows: 
Tall * * * X * * * Short 
S
 
1
 
1
 
1
 rate the counselor now: 
Unlikeable * * * * Û * Likeable 
Selfless __ * * * * * * Selfish 
Closed _ * * * * * * _ Open 
Distant * * * * * * Close 
Inexperienced __ * * * * * * _ Experienced 
Enthusiastic __ * * * * * * Indifferent 
Friendly __ * * * * * * _ Unfriendly 
Confident _ * * * * * * _ Unsure 
Uhappreciative _ * * * * * * _ Appreciative 
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Sexual * * ft ft ft ft Not sexual 
Stupid * * ft ft ft ft Intelligent 
Diaraapactful * * ft ft ft ft Reapectful 
Praparad * * ft ft ft ft Unprepared 
Compatibl* * * ft ft ft ft Incompatible 
Ronaat * * ft ft ft ft Diahoneat 
Influential * ft ft ft ft ft Not influential 
Warn _ * * ft ft ft ft Cold 
Reaponaible * ft ft ft ft ft Irreaponaible 
Unaociable * ft ft ft ft ft Sociable 
Unreliable _ * ft ft ft ft ft Reliable 
Inaineere * ft ft ft ft ft Sincere 
Casual * ft ft ft ft ft Formal 
Logical * ft ft ft ft ft Illogical 
Agreeable * ft ft ft ft ft Disagreeable 
Clear * ft ft ft ft ft Vague 
Unattractive * ft ft ft ft ft Attractive 
Analytic * ft ft ft ft ft Diffuse 
Depressed _ * ft ft ft ft ft _ Cheerful 
Oaskillful _ * ft ft ft ft ft _ Skillful 
Cemiine _ * ft ft ft ft ft _ Phony 
Believable _ * ft ft ft ft ft _ Suspicious 
Untrustworthy _ * ft ft ft ft ft _ Trustworthy 
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Insightful * * * * * * Insightless 
Alert * * * * « * Unalert 
Straightforward * * * A * * Deceitful 
Expert * * * * it * Inexpert 
Informed * * * * * * Ignorant 
Undapsndabl# * * * A * * Dependable 
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APPEKDIX F. 
ADJECTIVES ON THE C&F DEFINING THE DIMENSION OF PERCEIVED 
COUNSELOR EXPERTNESS 
Alsre - Unalcrt 
Analytic - Dilfua* 
Clear - Vague 
Confidant - Unaura 
Expariancad - Xnoxparlancsd 
Expart - Inaxpart 
Informed - Ignorant 
Inaightful - Inaightle## 
Intelligent - Stupid 
Logical - Illogical 
Prepared - Unprepared 
Skillful - Unskillful 
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APPENDIX C. 
ADJECTIVES ON THE CRF DEFINING TME DIMENSION OF PERCEIVED 
COUNSELOR ATTRACTIVENESS 
Agr««abl« « 
Apprteiaclv* - Unapprtciaictvt 
Actraecivc - UiMCtraeelva 
Casual - Formal 
Cheerful - Dapraaaad 
Cloia - Dlacanc 
Compatible - Incompatible 
Enebualastlc - Indifferent 
Friendly - Unfriendly 
Likeable - Unllkeable 
Sociable - Unsociable 
Warm - Cold 
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APPENDIX H. 
ADJECTIVES ON THE CRF DEFINING THE DIMENSION OF PERCEIVED 
COUNSELOR TRUSTWORTHINESS 
Believable - Suapieiout 
Dependable - Undependable 
Roneat - Diahoneat 
Open - Cloaad 
Reliable - Unreliable 
Reapeccful - Dlaceapeceful 
Reaponaible - Irreapcnaible 
Selfleaa - Selllab 
Sincere - Xnaincere 
Straightforward - Deceitful 
Trwatworthy - Untmatvortby 
Genuine - Phony 
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APPENDIX I 
SELF-DISCLOSURE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Pl#a** recall tha dlicusaion that you Juat had «rich eha 
counaalor. Uaing eha following 0-7 acala, plaaaa race eha 
«xeane eo which you ealkad co eha counselor about each of 
Che copica listed below. 
0: Use aero to indicate that the topic was not brought up 
for discussion. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
manner 
1. Who is important to me in my interpersonal life. 
2. Vhy certain people are important to me in my interpersonal 
life. 
3. How I feel about my parents (or parent-figures). 
4. Bow I feel about my *ister(e) and/or brother(s). 
5. How 1 feel about (an)other relacive(e). 
6. How 1 feel about closest same-gender friend. 
7. How 1 feel about my closest opposite-gender friend. 
8. How I feel about my friends in my home-town. 
9. How I feel about my friends here at Iowa State. 
,10. How 1 feel about nyself. 
II. Whether or not I feel that I fit in with other people. 
Discussed 
in a very 
shallow 
Discussed 
in great 
depth 
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12. What my rclatlonihip with my mother (or mother figure) 
is like. 
13. What my relationship with my father (or father figure) 
Is like. 
14. What my relationship with my sister(s) Is like. 
15. What my relationship with my brother(s) is like. 
16. What my relationship with (an)other relatlve(s) is like. 
17. What wy relationship with my closest same-gender friend 
is like. 
18. What igy relationship with my closest opposite-gender 
friend is like. 
19. What By relationship with my friends in my home-town 
is like. 
20. What my relationship with friends here at Iowa 
State is like. 
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APPENDIX J. 
FUTURE COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP INDICATOR 
Plea## Imagine that you are going to be a client of the 
couns#lor with wtoa you have juat oMt for an extended period 
of time (at least 10 weeks). Using the following 1-7 scale, 
please rate level of agreement or disagreement with the 
5 statements about the counselor listed below. 
1: Strongly disagree 
2t Disagree 
3: Disagree somewhat 
4t Neutral 
5: Agree somewhat 
6: Agree 
7 t  Strongly agree 
1 would be willing to believe feedback from this 
counselor which Is different from my own perceptions. 
This counselor would not be able to motivate me 
to make changes in my life. 
I would be willing to listen to what this counselor 
has to say even though I don't agree with him or her. 
1 would not be willing to work hard to follow 
suggestions for change that this counselor might n»ke. 
If this counselor had a different opinion than mine. 
I would be willing to consider changing my own opinion 
to match his or her opinion. 
I would like to be able to talk to this counselor again. 
1 .  
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
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APPENDIX K. 
COUNSELING SESSION CHECKLIST 
Plcaac pue « check mark on the blank next eo things that your 
counselor did during your counseling session: 
1. Introduced him- or herself. 
2. Shook your hand. 
3. Smoked a cigarette. 
6. Asked you to draw. 
5. Left the room momentarily. 
6. Touched you. 
7. Cave you a pencil. 
8. Asked you to talk about your famdly. 
9. Asked you to fill out some fornw. 
10. Sat with his or her legs crossed. 
